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Abstract
This thesis concerns modeling, design, and characterization of dielectric-loaded surface
plasmon-polariton waveguides (DLSPPWs) at telecommunication wavelengths. The
work is aimed at establishing a new technology platform for integratable nanopho-
tonic components by combining photonics and electronics on the same chip. The
DLSPPWs consist of dielectric ridges with rectangular nano-meter-sized (∼ 600×500
nm2) cross-sections, deposited on smooth metal films. The surface plasmon polari-
tons (SPPs), being electromagnetic surface waves bound to, and propagating along,
a metal-dielectric interface, are strongly confined to the ridges due to the large in-
dex contrast between the dielectric ridge region and the surrounding air. Theoretical
studies of the DLSPPW structure performed with the effective index method (EIM)
show that single mode propagation with sub-wavelength confinement, and propaga-
tion lengths on the order of ∼ 50 µm at telecommunication wavelengths (λ ∼ 1500
nm) can be achieved by proper design of the waveguide dimensions. Near-field op-
tical imaging of fabricated DLSPPWs, performed with a scanning near-field optical
microscope (SNOM), operating in collection mode, confirms that dielectric ridges of
the designed dimensions do indeed support strongly confined modes with propagation
lengths as predicted by the EIM calculations. In the near-field characterization, the
DLSPPW modes are excited by focusing a laser beam from the opposite interface of
the metal film using the Kretschmann-Raether configuration. It is found that by ex-
citing surface plasmon polaritons in a dielectric funnel, extending the ridge waveguide,
efficient excitation with low background noise can be achieved. The effects of bending
and splitting the waveguides on losses are investigated with the SNOM, and the re-
sults show that when bending the waveguide with a radius of curvature R & 4 µm, the
radiation losses are almost un-noticeable, due to the strong mode confinement. In the
case of the fabricated Y-splitters a 50/50 splitting of the mode is observed, however,
a slight curvature right at the splitting region (due to the resolution of the mask used
in the fabrication) causes undesired scattering losses, slightly deteriorating the overall
transmission performance. 3D finite element simulations do, however, show that this
can be remedied by increasing the resolution of the mask.
In addition to the near-field optical characterization of simple waveguiding com-
ponents such as S-bends and Y-splitters, the performance of several different passive
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wavelength selective components is investigated with the SNOM. Periodic modula-
tion of the transmission is achieved by realizing waveguide-ring resonators (WRRs),
where a ring resonator is placed in close proximity of a straight waveguide, which is
excited at different wavelengths. The fabricated WRR, with the best tuned coupling
to the ring, features an insertion loss of ∼ 2 dB, a narrow tunable bandwidth (∼ 20
nm), and high contrast (∼ 13 dB) features in the transmission spectrum. The per-
formance of the components is found in good agreement with results obtained with
the EIM. Wavelength filtering is also obtained by realizing Bragg gratings (BGs).
600-nm-period step-in-width (from 500 nm to 2 µm) BGs with 300-nm-long intervals
between wide BG sections and containing different number of periods: N=10, 20, 30,
and 50 are fabricated and characterized with a SNOM. The best performance is found
for the 30-period BG, which exhibits well-defined Bragg reflection and extinction in
transmission within the wavelength interval 1540 nm−1600 nm. Finally the coupling
between two parallel DLSPPWs is investigated by fabricating and characterizing di-
rectional couplers (DCs), where the two waveguides are brought into close proximity
of one another by means of S-bends. The influence of the distance between the waveg-
uides and the wavelength on the coupling is established, and excellent agreement is
found to EIM results. On the basis of EIM calculations, approaches for designing DCs
capable of physically separating two signals of different wavelengths and for designing
ultra-compact waveguide crossings with low cross-talk are introduced.
Preface
This thesis entitled ”Dielectric-loaded guiding of surface plasmon polaritons” sum-
marizes my work done at the Department of Physics and Nanotechnology at Aalborg
University during my three years as a PhD student, which commenced in September
2006. The work has primarily consisted of modeling, design, and characterization of
dielectric-loaded surface plasmon-polariton waveguides, and is part of a larger Euro-
pean research project denoted ”Polymer-based nanoplasmonic components and de-
vices” (PLASMOCOM) financed under the sixth framework programme for specific
targeted research or innovation projects (IST 034754). The project is a collabora-
tion between five European universities and a commercial partner which each have
specified work packages and tasks to fulfill. The institutions and project coordinators
are: Aalborg University, Denmark (Prof. S. I. Bozhevolnyi), Université de Bour-
gogne, France (Prof. A. Dereux), Queens University of Belfast, United Kingdom
(Prof. A. V. Zayats), Laser Zentrum Hannover, Germany (Prof. B. N. Chichkov),
ICFO Barcelona, Spain (Prof. R. Quidant), and Silios Technologies, France (Dr. T.
Berthou).
This thesis is based on already published articles which are stated in the list of
publications and enclosed as appendixes. In order to set the work in context to other
related research areas, an introduction to SPPs in general and SPP waveguides in
particular, are given in the first chapter. In the second chapter the effective index
method, which has been used extensively throughout the work for modeling and de-
sign, is introduced. At the end of this chapter the main results achieved with the EIM
are summarized, and references to the relevant publications are given. In the third
chapter scanning near-field microscopy is introduced as a method for characterizing
the fabricated waveguide samples. This chapter is concluded with a summary of the
main results and references to the relevant publications. In the final chapter of the
thesis I present my conclusions and offer an outlook of the DLSPPW technology.
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Introduction
The remarkable increase in operational speed and component integration of chip-scale
electronics observed in the last decades are pushing the data transport capabilities of
conventional circuits to the limit. As the electronic components become increasingly
small, so does the metal electrodes that connect them, thereby increasing the RC-
delay, which limits the operational speed of the circuit. This limited bandwidth will
become a severe limitation in the ever increasing demand for faster, smaller, and more
efficient computer chips. One of the potential solutions to circumvent this problem
is to utilize photonic circuits based on plasmonics, i.e., on SPPs. SPPs are electro-
magnetic surface waves which propagate along a metal-dielectric interface, with field
maximum in the interface, and exponential field decay perpendicular to the interface.
Their hybrid character (which is reflected by denoting them plasmon polaritons) arises
as the waves essentially are light waves coupled to collective oscillations in the electron
plasma in the surface of a metal. Photonic interconnects (waveguides) offer an almost
unimaginable large bandwidth as compared to electronic interconnects, however, due
to the diffraction limit of light a sizing mismatch exists between conventional photonic
waveguides and electronic circuits which complicates the implementation. Plasmonic
waveguides are not, in general, restricted in size by the diffraction limit, and thus
offer the potential of becoming the next chip-scale technology [Fig. 1.1]. [1–8]
The promise of realizing ultra-compact integrated circuits by using plasmonic
waveguides, along with other applications of plasmonics in, e.g., sensing of biomolecu-
les, has motivated recent advances in the plasmonic research. However, the existence
of surface waves in general has been known since the predictions a century ago by J.
Zenneck [9] and A. Sommerfeld [10], and the existence SPPs in particular since the
pathbreaking work of R. H. Ritchie in 1957 [11]. The occurrence of SPPs was demon-
strated experimentally shortly thereafter by C. J. Powell and J. B. Swan in 1960
[12]. In these early demonstrations surface scientists utilized electrons for excitation
of SPPs, as they were involved in electron energy-loss experiments. In the following
years the research in SPPs slowly evolved as a separate branch of optics. Among
the early important works can be mentioned the investigations of excitation of SPPs
with light by A. Otto [13] and E. Kretschmann [14] and the investigation of SPPs
in thin films by E. N. Economou [15]. In these early works the interest in SPPs was
1
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Figure 1.1: Critical dimensions and operating speeds of different technologies, illustrating the
strengths and drawbacks of each technology [3].
mostly academical, but by the 1980s the potential of SPPs, particularly due to the
strong field at the surface of a metal, was realized, and the research intensity started
to increase [16–18]. It was not, however, until the fabrication and characterization
methods evolved to enable structuring of surfaces on the nanoscale, and near-field
imaging with nanometer resolution, that the research in plasmonic really started to
gain momentum [1].
1.1 Fundamentals of SPPs
Surface plasmon polaritons differ from other types of surface polaritons as they are
electromagnetic surface waves coupled to collective oscillations in the surface plasma
of a conductor (usually a metal) [19]. This implies that the charge fluctuations are
accompanied by a mixed transversal and longitudinal electromagnetic field, which
disappears for |z| → ∞ [Fig. 1.2]. The SPP fields are transverse magnetic in character
(p-polarized waves), considered to propagate along the x-axis, and with the transverse
component of the electric field Ez described by
Ez = E±0z exp [i(βx− ωt)] exp(±iγz), (1.1)
with + for z ≥ 0 and − for z ≤ 0, and complex γ with a positive imaginary part. A
similar relation accounts for the longitudinal component of the electric field. From
this, it can be observed that the electric fields have a maximum at the interface and
decays exponentially in the direction perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface
[Fig. 1.2(b)]. The complex wave vector along the direction of propagation β = β′+iβ′′,
often denoted the propagation constant, is determined by the dispersion relation
β = k0
√
εdεm
εd + εm
, (1.2)
where k0 = 2π/λ is the wave vector in free space, i.e., λ is the free-space wavelength,
εd the relative permittivity characterizing the dielectric half space and εm the rel-
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Figure 1.2: (a) Electromagnetic fields and charge distributions due to propagation of a SPP along a
metal-dielectric interface in the x direction. The magnetic field is in the y direction only, illustrating
the transverse magnetic character of SPPs. (b) Schematic drawing illustrating the exponential decay
of the electric field in both dielectric and metal half space.
ative permittivity of the metal half space [18]. By plotting the dispersion relation
one observes that it lies to the right of the light line (k =
√
εdω/c), illustrating the
non-radiative nature of SPPs [Fig. 1.3]. The momentum mismatch between light
propagating in the dielectric and SPPs is illustrated by contemplating the light line
and the SPP dispersion curve at a certain frequency ω0. In order to couple light
into SPP modes one must gain momentum, e.g., by employing gratings on the metal
surface or by introducing another dielectric with a larger relative permittivity than
the one at the SPP interface [18].
β'
ω
k0 β'
ω0
Figure 1.3: Illustration of the dispersion relation of SPPs at a planer metal-dielectric interface
The propagation length, i.e., the length SPPs propagate before the power has
decayed to 1/e of its original value can be obtained as
L =
1
2β′′
. (1.3)
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For silver, which is the metal with the lowest propagation loss in the visible spectrum,
the propagation distances, along a planer silver-air interface, are typically in the range
of 10 µm− 100 µm, reaching as much as 1 mm at telecommunication wavelengths [1].
The attenuation of the SPP signal inherits from damping of electron oscillations, and
this loss channel is one of the critical parameters when trying to realize plasmonic
circuits. Another critical parameter is the mode confinement. As can be observed
from the field profiles in the cross section [Fig. 1.2(b)], SPPs feature a strong inherent
confinement in the direction perpendicular to the interface due to the exponential
decay. At unstructured surfaces, however, there exists no lateral confinement of the
SPP modes, which is essential in order to obtain guiding of SPPs, as small mode
widths enable large bend angles with acceptable losses and increases the integration
of plasmonic components on a chip. In order to realize plasmonic circuits one must
thus design waveguides with a strong lateral (and vertical) confinement, with suffi-
ciently long propagation lengths which, in general, are needed to support single mode
propagation only.
1.2 SPP waveguiding
Waveguiding of SPP modes can be achieved in countless ways, and during the last
decade several approaches have been successful in demonstrating confinement of SPPs.
In the following a few of the most significant SPP waveguides will be briefly discussed
in order to accentuate the assets of each approach. This will enable comparison to
the performance of the DLSPPWs, which is the subject of this work.
One of the first approaches to demonstrate strong confinement of SPP modes has
been to utilize nanometer-sized metal rods as waveguides. Numerical simulations
showed that a beam diameter of only 33 nm at the wavelength λ = 633 nm can
be achieved by using 20-nm-diameter silver rods embedded in a dielectric [20]. This
extreme confinement is, however, achieved at the expense of propagation losses, and
for such a structure the transmission loss is calculated to 3 dB/410 nm. In related
work, where the plasmon excitation of metallic nanowires was investigated, it was
observed that if the incident beam is polarized parallel to the long axis of the particle
and illuminates one of the end of the nanowire, the local excitation can be guided
along the nanowire by means of localized surface plasmon over distances larger than
the incident wavelength [21]. The realization of metallic nanowires for guiding SPPs
has recently been demonstrated with wire diameters of about 100 nm [22,23].
Similar waveguiding properties were expected for the electromagnetic excitations
supported by chains of nanospheres [24]. In this work silver particles of 50 nm in
diameter has been considered, and the optimum guiding conditions have been found
for an inter-particle spacing of 25 nm with a corresponding 1/e signal-damping length
of 900 nm. It was suggested that in the case of the nanospheres the reduced metal
content should lower the losses, but the higher scattering probability should increase
them. The guiding of SPPs by closely spaced metallic nanoparticles has been con-
firmed, first by analysis of a macroscopic analogues operating in the microwave regime,
consisting of closely spaced metal rods, by experiments and full field electrodynamic
simulations [25]. Later the same group could present observations of electromagnetic
energy transport from a localized sub-wavelength source to a localized detector over
distances of about 0.5 µm in plasmon waveguides consisting of closely spaced silver
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rods [26].
Another solution to achieving lateral confinement of SPPs has been to utilize the
SPP band gap (SPPBG) effect, achieved by periodic texturing of a metal surface.
The first demonstration of this effect, which has been reported, was observed (though
indirectly) by performing angular and wavelength resolved measurements of the re-
flectivity of a periodically corrugated silver film [27]. In later reports SPP guiding has
been directly demonstrated (at λ = 782 nm) along line defects in SPPBG structures
using near-field microscopy [28]. In this work unhindered propagation of SPP fields
in 3.2-µm-wide and 18-µm-long channels in the SPPBG structure has been observed.
One of the most extensively investigated approaches for guiding of SPPs is perhaps
the most intuitive one, as lateral confinement of SPPs is achieved by shrinking the
lateral dimension of the metal, thus obtaining a thin metal stripe waveguide embedded
in a dielectric [29]. The metal stripe waveguide is characterized by a height and a
width along with the dielectric constants of the enclosing dielectrics and the dielectric
function of the metal [Fig. 1.4(a)]. The main component of the SPP electric field is
oriented perpendicular to the metal surfaces and the modes supported by the structure
can be divided into four families depending on the symmetry of their mode fields. In
addition to the four fundamental modes that exist, numerous higher order modes are
supported as well [29]. Depending on the symmetry of the main transverse electric
field component the mode is either strongly confined to the stripe, with a resulting
large propagation loss (short-range SPPs) or weakly confined with a small propagation
loss (long-range SPPs). Several theoretical [29–31] and experimental [32–35] studies
have been performed on this type of plasmonic with different aspect ratios of the
height and width and different surrounding dielectrics, illustrating the diversity of
this waveguiding approach.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of two types of SPP waveguides with direction of propagation
out of the plane. (a) Stripe waveguide, which offer various polarization combinations. The stripe
waveguide usually supports both long-range SPPs and short-range SPPs. (b) V-groove waveguide,
where the CPP mode (primarily) is horizontally polarized. For deep enough grooves and small
enough opening angles θ the CPP is strongly confined to the bottom of the V-groove.
The last approach to achieve SPP waveguiding to be mentioned here is the use of
channels milled in an otherwise smooth metal film. This type of plasmonic waveguide
modes have been denoted channel SPPs or CPPs for short [36]. It has been demon-
strated that single-mode operation of a sub-wavelength plasmonic waveguide in the
form of a V-groove on a metal surface can be achieved by adjusting the depth and
opening angle of the groove. Strongly confined CPPs are shown to propagate in such
waveguides with most of the mode power confined at or near the bottom of the groove
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with the electric field (primarily) parallel to the sample surface plane [37]. V-groove
waveguides has been fabricated using focused ion-beam milling and characterized
using a near-field microscope. In addition to realizing sub-wavelength confinement
and propagation length in the order of hundreds of micrometers in straight waveg-
uides, several wavelength selective components such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers
(MZIs) and WRRs have been realized using CPPs [38,39].
1.3 Dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides
Lateral confinement of SPPs can also be achieved by utilizing an approach similar to
conventional integrated optics, where one drastically reduces a waveguide mode size
by employing high-index-contrast waveguides, i.e., waveguides having a core refrac-
tive index significantly different from that of the surrounding media [40]. A config-
uration which can be used for SPP waveguiding consists of a dielectric ridge placed
on a metal surface [Fig. 1.5], where the lateral SPP confinement is achieved due to
the fact that the SPP effective index is larger for the SPP mode supported by the
metal-dielectric interface (even for thin dielectric layers) than for that supported by
the metal-air interface [41–43]. Borrowing an analogous term from integrated op-
E
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1µm
Figure 1.5: (a) Illustration of a DLSPPW in the cross-section. The rectangular dielectric ridge of
height h, width w, and with dielectric constant εd is placed on top of a smooth gold film with
thickness t and dielectric function εm. The gold film is supported by a glass substrate with dielectric
constant εs and the electric field is p-polarized. (b) Schematic illustration of a straight DLSPPW and
(c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a DLSPPW fabricated using deep-UV lithography.
tics [44,45] this waveguide configuration has been denoted the dielectric-loaded SPP
waveguide (DLSPPW) configuration. Preliminary experimental investigations of this
waveguide structure have already indicated that the DLSPPWs can indeed be used
for efficient guiding of SPP modes [42,43]. The SPP mode is mostly confined to the
dielectric ridge, and by properly designing the dimensions of the ridge, one can achieve
single-mode guiding of sub-wavelength confined modes with propagation lengths com-
parable those of CPPs. One of the great assets of this technology in regard to the
aforementioned SPP waveguides is that it is technologically simple, and that it can be
adapted to large scale industrial fabrication using photolithography. It is furthermore
a very versatile technology, as one can choose different types of dielectrics with a de-
sired property, e.g., non-linearity or electro-optically active, and as one still have the
possibility of structuring the underlying electrodes. Several theoretical and experi-
mental studies of the DLSPPW structure have been performed by other groups, most
of who are involved in the PLASMOCOM project, in parallel with what is presented
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in this work [46–51].
The subject of this thesis is modeling, design, and characterization of passive
DLSPPW components, and in the following an introduction to the theoretical and
experimental methods used in the analysis of DLSPPWs will be given. In addition,
the main results achieved in this work will be presented, and references to the relevant
publications will be given.
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Chapter 2
Effective index method calculations
The effective index method is one of the standard approaches for mode analysis of
photonic waveguides, known to yield accurate mode effective indexes and field pro-
files for linearly polarized waveguide modes being far from cutoff [44,52,53]. The
EIM is attractive due to the simplicity of the approach and the low complexity of
the calculations, which keeps the computational time low, even for detailed analysis
of, e.g., wavelength dependency of the mode effective index and propagation loss. In
the consideration of dielectric rib waveguides, known from integrated optical circuits,
the EIM provides accurate solutions under the conditions that; the aspect ratio h/w
is small, i.e., the ridge is much wider that it is high, and that the effective indexes
for the ridge region and the regions outside the ridge are close to each other [45].
The plasmonic dielectric ridge waveguide structure, considered in this work, does not
obey these conditions as it is more or less rectangular, and as the difference in re-
fractive index between the dielectric ridge and the surrounding air is large. The EIM
has, however, proven to be accurate in the mode analysis of other types of plasmonic
waveguides such as metal stripes embedded in a dielectric [54] and rectangular and
V-shaped grooves in a smooth metal film [55], and is thus expected to be applicable in
the analysis of DLSPPWs. In order to establish whether the EIM can provide accu-
rate results in the analysis of DLSPPWs, a study of the accuracy has been performed
by comparing with results obtained with the finite element method (FEM) for dif-
ferent dimensions of the dielectric ridge [56]. Here it was established that for tightly
bound DLSPPW modes, far from cutoff, the deviation in calculated mode index and
propagation loss is insignificant, and thus the EIM is applicable for modeling of the
DLSPPW structures considered in this work. In the following section an introduction
to the EIM is given, and it is demonstrated how it can be applied in the calculation
of the mode effective index and propagation loss of a straight DLSPPW. In Sec. 2.2
the calculation of coupling between two DLSPPWs by means of the EIM is described.
Finally in Sec. 2.3 a discussion of the results obtained with the EIM as part of this
project is presented, and references to the relevant publications is given.
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2.1 Calculation of mode index and propagation loss
The DLSPPW structure in its simples form, i.e., ignoring sample substrate, is a three
layer geometry, with a bottom metallic substrate layer, a top ambient layer and a
composite middle layer where the dielectric ridge is enclosed by the ambient layer
[Fig. 2.1(a)]. In the following calculations the metal substrate layer is considered
Dielectric
nd
Air
na
nm
Metal
w
h
Ey
z
Dielectric
E
h
Neff*
w
E
NsppNspp
(a)
(b) (c)
x
Air
na
nd
nm
Metal
I II III
I II III
Figure 2.1: (a) Cross-sectional view of the DLSPPW structure. (b) The three-layer slab waveguide
structure considered in the first step of the EIM, with finite height h of the dielectric layer. (c) The
three-layer structure considered in the second step of the EIM, where the effective index found in the
first step represents the middle layer of width w. The coordinate system used is also shown along
with the orientation of the main component of the electric field in the case of TM (SPP) modes.
optically thick, and is thus regarded semi-infinite in extension. The surrounding
ambient layer is considered being air with refractive index set to na = 1, and semi-
infinite in extension. The rectangular dielectric ridge with refractive index nd has the
height h and width w.
In the effective index approximation the problem of calculating guided modes
in the two-dimensional DLSPPW structure described above [Fig. 2.1(a)] is reduced
to consecutively solving two one-dimensional multilayer slab waveguide geometries,
which can be done by means of a standard multilayer waveguide mode solver. The
essential assumption made in the effective index approximation is that the modes are
linearly polarized and well above cutoff with most of the mode power concentrated
in the ridge subregion, so that the field magnitude in the four corner regions are
small enough to be neglected. In the first step of the EIM, mode effective indexes are
found for each of three subregions I, II, and III shown in Fig. 2.1(a), by considering
them infinite in lateral extension, thus solving three multilayer waveguide geometries.
Subregion I and II are essentially a metal-dielectric interface, and thus the complex
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mode effective index Nspp can be found by applying the SPP dispersion relation
Nspp =
√
εaεm
εa + εm
. (2.1)
The complex mode effective index in the waveguide subregion II (Neff*) can be found,
as a function of frequency and waveguide height, by contemplating the three layer
air-dielectric-metal slab geometry [Fig. 2.1(b)]. In the second step of the EIM the
finite width of the dielectric ridge is taken into account by solving the three layer slab
geometry with effective indexes taken from the first calculation [Fig. 2.1(c)]. Thus
the dependence of the complex mode effective index of the entire DLSPPW structure
(Neff) on wavelength, ridge height, and ridge width can be found.
A thorough investigation of the waveguiding properties, i.e., mode effective in-
dex, propagation loss, mode confinement, and single-mode requirement, has been
performed for wavelengths in the telecommunication range as part of this project [56]
(see App. A). In regard to the mode confinement it is advantageous to keep the
height of the waveguide as large as possible, as allowed by the requirement of single-
mode propagation, as most of the mode power in this case will be concentrated in the
high-index ridge region. The choice of width, however, is slightly more complicated
and is subject to a tradeoff between confinement and propagation loss. Although the
mode effective index increases monotonously with increase in ridge width, the mode
width has a distinct minimum. This can be envisaged as the field is squeezed into the
ridge subregion when the width is decreased until a certain point, where the field no
longer can be confined to the ridge. It then starts to spread out in the surrounding
air, where the decay length is larger, thereby increasing the mode width. Consider-
ing the propagation loss, it is advantageous to keep the width of the waveguide as
small as possible as an increasing part of the mode power will be carried outside the
dielectric ridge, where the propagation loss is smaller. These considerations have led
to a determination of the optimum waveguide parameters h = 600 nm and w = 500
nm, which ensures single-mode propagation, propagation lengths of ∼ 50 µm, and
sub-wavelength lateral confinement. It should be noted, that the DLSPPW, with
these dimensions supports a TE mode, however, by controlling the polarization when
exciting DLSPPW modes, this can be ignored as it is not coupled to. A wavelength
analysis of the guiding properties has furthermore been performed with the EIM as
part of this project in order to verify measurements performed on fabricated samples
with dimensions close to the optimum as described above [57] (see App. C). These re-
sults show that the confinement and mode effective index decreases with wavelength,
whereas the propagation length increases as expected.
2.2 Calculation of coupling between waveguides
Having established a method for calculation of mode effective index and propagation
loss in isolated straight DLSPPWs with the EIM is indeed important and applicable
in the analysis of many types of integrated optical components, however, it is also
essential to be able to analyze the coupling between two adjacent waveguides. This is
important, not only to determine the maximum level of integration, but also in order
to enable modeling of various types of DLSPPW based components such as directional
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couplers and waveguide crossings. In guided-wave photonics there are generally two
approaches which can be applied in the analysis of coupling between two parallel
waveguides. The coupled-mode approach, where the presence of an additional iden-
tical waveguide is included by considering it a perturbation to the unperturbed field
profiles associated with a mode incident in an isolated waveguide, and the super-mode
approach, where the phase difference between the two modes supported by the entire
two-waveguide structure is considered. The coupled-mode approach has the advan-
tage of being computationally simple, however, since the field profiles used in the
calculation of the coupling are those of two waveguides in isolation, they are approx-
imations valid for weak coupling only, i.e., large separation between the waveguides
[45]. This is not the case for the plasmonic DCs considered in this work, and as the
super-mode approach is straightforwardly implemented with the EIM in the case of
DLSPPWs, this approach has been applied in the project.
When considering two parallel, and otherwise identical, DLSPPWs with the EIM,
the first step is the same as for a single waveguide as one still needs to find two mode
effective indexes only [Fig. 2.2]. The mode effective indexes of SPP modes propa-
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic showing two parallel DLSPPWs in the cross section, offset by the center-
to-center separation S0. (b) The three layer slab waveguide structure representing region II and IV
in (a). (c) The five layer slab structure approximating the DC structure shown in (a). The mode
effective index Nspp is calculated using Eq. 2.1 and represents regions I, III, and V, whereas the mode
effective index Neff*, which represents regions II and IV, is found by solving (b) for eigenmodes.
gating along a metal-air interface and of a three layer metal-dielectric-air structure
[Fig. 2.2(b)] are found as described above. In the second step of the EIM, the ap-
pearance of a second parallel waveguide is included in the calculations, as it is no
longer a three layer structure, but a five layer structure which must be contemplated
[Fig. 2.2(c)]. Solving this geometry for eigenmodes by means of a multilayer waveg-
uide solver, with the polarization shown in Fig. 2.2, one finds a symmetric Neff+
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and an anti-symmetric Neff- mode [Fig. 2.3]. The coupling between the two parallel
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Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional profile of the EIM calculated symmetric (Neff+) and anti-symmetric
(Neff-) DLSPPW modes supported by the parallel double waveguide structure.
waveguides can be contemplated as beating between these orthogonal and uncoupled
modes, and thus the coupling constant can be found from the two mode effective
indexes. The phase shift of each mode due to propagation over a distance L is given
as
φ± = k0Neff±L =
2π
λ
Neff±L, (2.2)
where λ is the vacuum wavelength. Ignoring the propagation losses the only effect
on the modes due to propagation is this phase shift. Due to the beating between the
two modes, when the accumulated phase difference between the two modes reaches a
value of π, i.e., ∆φ = φ+ − φ− = π the mode power has shifted completely from one
waveguide to the other. This situation can envisioned by flipping the Neff- field profile
around the horizontal axis in Fig. 2.3. The mode power will then have shifted from
the left to the right waveguide. The length corresponding to this shift is denoted the
coupling length Lc and can be found as
∆φ =
2π
λ
∆NeffLc = π ⇒ Lc = λ2∆Neff , (2.3)
from which the coupling constant can be found as
κ =
π
2Lc
=
π∆Neff
λ
. (2.4)
The task of determining the coupling between two parallel DLSPPWs, thus becomes
a task of determining the dependency of the mode effective indexes Neff+ and Neff- on
the waveguide dimensions, the waveguide separation, and the wavelength, which can
be done straightforwardly with the EIM as described above. When contemplating
coupling between DLSPPWs with non-uniform separation between the waveguides,
the analysis becomes slightly more complicated, as a dependence of the coupling
constant on the separation must be established by means of the EIM [58] (see App. H).
2.3 Discussion and summary of modeling results
The EIM has successfully been applied in the analysis of DLSPPWs as part of this
project, by using it to determine the guiding properties of straight waveguides and
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the performance of various DLSPPW based components such as waveguide-ring res-
onators, directional couplers, and waveguide crossings. The validity of the EIM in
this analysis has been verified by comparing obtained results with 2D and 3D FEM
calculations and SNOM measurements. As mentioned above the EIM provides accu-
rate results when the modes are linearly polarized and tightly bound to the dielectric
ridge. 2D eigenmode analysis performed with the FEM confirmed that this is the case
for the optimum ridge dimensions h = 600 nm and w = 500 nm at telecommunication
wavelengths [Fig. 2.4] and [56]. The FEM calculated mode power distribution shows
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Mode power and field vector plots in the cross section of a DLSPPW with h = 600 nm
and w = 500 nm at the telecommunication wavelength λ = 1550 nm, calculated using the FEM. (a)
Normalized mode power distribution. (b) Normalized field vector plot of the electric field.
that the majority of the mode power is concentrated in the ridge, and that the mode
power in the corner regions, which cannot be properly accounted for in the EIM, is
insignificant [Fig. 2.4(a)]. Furthermore the FEM calculated field vector plot shows
that, except for the corner regions, the electric field is very close to being linearly
polarized, as assumed in the EIM [Fig. 2.4(b)]. A comparison of the FEM and EIM
calculated mode effective index and propagation length of a DLSPPW with these
dimensions, shows that the deviation in mode effective index is ∼ 1.5% and the de-
viation in propagation length is ∼ 3%, which confirms the validity of the EIM in the
analysis of the DLSPPWs [56]. In addition, near-field measurements performed with
a SNOM on fabricated samples show a good correspondence to the EIM calculated
mode effective indexes and propagation lengths [57,59].
One of the major applications of the EIM in this work, has been to determine the
optimum waveguide dimensions, i.e., height and width of the waveguide, when con-
sidering mode confinement, propagation loss, and single-mode propagation restraints.
A thorough analysis performed at the telecommunication wavelength λ = 1550 nm,
revealed that the optimum waveguide parameters are h = 600 nm and w = 500 nm
[56] (see App. A). The wavelength dependency of the mode effective index and prop-
agation loss has been determined, and found in good correspondence to the values
determined experimentally with a SNOM [57] (see App. C). The wavelength depen-
dency of the mode effective index is essential in the EIM modeling of WRRs, and it
has been found that the EIM predicts the WRR performance well, when comparing
to results obtained with a SNOM on fabricated WRRs [60] (see App. F). Finally the
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EIM has been found very effective in the modeling of DLSPPW based DCs, where
accurate knowledge of the dependency of the coupling constant on wavelength, waveg-
uide dimensions, and waveguide separation is essential when designing DCs capable
of physically separating two signals of different wavelengths [58] (see App. H). This
knowledge has also been applied in the design of compact, low cross-talk, waveguide
crossings [58].
In conclusion the EIM has been found extremely versatile and efficient in the
modeling of various DLSPPW based components, due to the good correspondence
with obtained experimental results, and the low computational time, which enables
detailed modeling of various dependencies on, e.g., wavelength.
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Chapter 3
Scanning near-field microscopy characterization
The experimental investigations conducted in this work have primarily been related
to near-field optical imaging of samples containing various DLSPPW components.
As described above SPPs are strongly confined to a metal-dielectric interface with
exponentially decreasing (evanescent) fields extending only in the order of hundreds
of nanometers into the dielectric, which makes investigation with conventional far-field
imaging systems impossible. With the further confinement due to the nanostructured
high-index dielectric ridges, a high-resolution near-field imaging technique is necessary
in the characterization of DLSPPWs.
Near-field imaging systems, with optical resolution beyond the diffraction limit of
light, were first proposed by E. H. Synge in 1928 [61] and later by J. A. O’Keefe in 1956
[62]. In 1972 E. A. Ash and G. Nicholls [63] described the realization of sub-wavelength
resolution by utilizing a small pinhole in an opaque screen. With the development
of the scanning tunneling microscope in 1982 [64], where tip-sample distance control
to within a few Ångströms was achieved by implementation of a feedback loop, the
road was paved for the realization of scanning near-field microscopes. In the mid-
eighties the first near-field microscopes were realized almost simultaneously by two
research groups in Switzerland and the United States [65,66]. Following these early
demonstrations of near-field microscopes, the techniques were refined and extended to
more applications [67–70] which allow simultaneous imaging of a sample topography
and the optical near-field. This type of microscopes are generally denoted scanning
near-field optical microscopes, and operate by adjusting the tip-sample distance by
measuring the shear force between the two. In this work a collection mode SNOM,
operating in the telecommunication range, has been applied in the characterization
of DLSPPW components. [71,72]
3.1 Sample configuration and fabrication method
The DLSPPW samples investigated in this work consist of poly-methyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) ridges (n = 1.493) deposited on ∼ 60 nm thin gold films, thermally evapo-
rated on 170 µm thick glass substrates. The thickness of the gold film is chosen in order
to enable excitation of SPPs from the glass substrate side using the Kretschmann-
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Raether configuration [18], while keeping the radiation losses back into the glass
substrate as low as possible. After the initial substrate cleaning and gold deposition,
a PMMA film was spin coated from 950K molecular weight PMMA resist (Allresist
Gmbh, ref. AR-P 671.04) and soft-baked. Photolithography was performed with
home made and commercially fabricated chromium masks on a Süss Microtech MJB4
mask aligner, equipped with UV250 optics, using the vacuum mode, and the resist
was finally developed in methyl-isobutyl-ketone. The process of fabricating the DL-
SPPW samples were performed at one of the PLASMOCOM partner institutions at
the Institut Carnot de Bourgogne, Université de Bourgogne in France by Dr. Laurent
Markey.
Due to in coupling considerations the DLSPPWs are extended by funnel shaped
tapering structures [Fig. 3.1(a)]. In the initial sample investigations four different
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Figure 3.1: (a) Microscope image of a DLSPPW block with four different tapering structures. (b)
SEM image of a straight section of a waveguide, revealing a waveguide width of w ' 500 nm. (c)
AFM image of a straight section of a waveguide, and (d) cross sectional profile of the AFM image
revealing a waveguide height of h ' 550 nm.
dimensions of the in coupling funnels were characterized, with a fixed width of 10 µm
and a length varying from 10 µm to 25 µm in steps of 5 µm. This was done to
determine the optimum funnel dimensions for efficiently exciting DLSPPW modes [59,
57] (see App. B and App. C). The width of the fabricated PMMA ridge waveguides
has been investigated using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [Fig. 3.1(b)], and is
found to be w ' 500 nm in accordance with the optimum waveguide parameters found
with the EIM. The height of the waveguides has been investigated with an atomic
force microscope (AFM) [Fig. 3.1(c) and (d)], and is determined to be h ' 550
nm, which is only slightly lower than the desired optimum height of h = 600 nm.
In addition to the straight waveguides several different DLSPPW components have
been fabricated, such as waveguide S-bends, Y-splitters, waveguide-ring resonators,
directional couplers, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, and Bragg gratings. The results
of the near-field characterization of these components are summarized and discussed
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in Sec. 3.3.
3.2 Near-field imaging of DLSPPW components
The fabricated DLSPPW samples are investigated using a SNOM operating in col-
lection mode at telecommunication wavelengths. In order to excite DLSPPW modes,
the samples are placed on an equilateral prism using index matching immersion oil
between the sample substrate and the prism. A pigtail style fiber focuser is used
to focus a p-polarized Gaussian laser beam at the gold surface, opposite to the DL-
SPPW structures, to a spot size of ∼ 15 µm [Fig. 3.2]. Using two tunable lasers
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Figure 3.2: The experimental setup of the collection mode SNOM imaging system used to obtain
near-field optical- and topographical images of the DLSPPW structures.
the telecommunication wavelength range from 1425 nm to 1625 nm can be covered.
In the project two different excitation schemes have been utilized. In one scheme
the lateral component of the incident wavevector can be matched to that of SPPs
propagating along the gold-air interface by adjustment of the incident angle. In this
scheme a regular glass prism is used, and the spot is positioned ∼ 20 µm before the in
coupling funnel. In this configuration the funnels have the effect of coupling the SPPs
into DLSPPW modes by total internal reflection (TIR) in the dielectric funnel. In
addition the funnels will screen the propagation of SPPs at the gold-air interface close
to the waveguides. In the other excitation scheme, which has been utilized in this
project, SPPs are excited directly in the dielectric funnel, by employing a high-index
prism and focusing the spot, under a different angle, directly below the funnel. In this
configuration dielectric-loaded SPPs (DLSPPs) are excited by matching the lateral
component of the incident wavevector to that of SPPs at the gold-PMMA interface.
Near-field optical and topographical images of the DLSPPW components are
recorded simultaneously by raster scanning an uncoated tapered fiber tip across the
sample surface. The fiber tip is etched to a tip diameter of a few hundred nanometers
using hydrofluoric acid. When scanning the etched fiber across the sample surface,
the tip scatters the optical near-field at an effective detection point ∼ 100 nm from
its extremity point inside the fiber [73]. A part of this scattered field is coupled into
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fiber modes, and is thus directed to the detector, where the intensity is recorded by
a femtowatt InGaAs photoreceiver. As the optical signal incident on the detector
is very weak a lock-in amplifier is used in conjunction with a chopper (inserted just
after the laser before coupling into SPPs) in order to amplify the signal and reduce
the disturbances from ambient radiation. In addition to this, a filter is inserted before
the detector in order to minimize the disturbance from ambient illumination. The
movement of the fiber tip in the xy-plane and the tip-sample distance is controlled by
a SNOM scan head. The SNOM scan head is a commercial scan head fabricated by
Danish Micro Engineering A/S, and it operates according to the shear force principle,
where the tip oscillates in the plane parallel with the sample surface. Excitation and
detection of the tip oscillations are made by means of piezo crystals. Coarse adjust-
ment of the scan area can be performed as the SNOM scan head is fixed on a 3D scan
stage which can be controlled by micrometer screws.
3.3 Discussion and summary of near-field micros-
copy results
By application of the SNOM, near-field optical and topographical imaging of DL-
SPPW components have been successfully performed at wavelengths in the telecom-
munication range. In the initial demonstration of excitation and propagation of DL-
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Figure 3.3: SNOM images of a 10×25 µm funnel in coupling for the free space excitation wavelength
λ = 1550 nm. [(a) and (c)] Topographical and near-field optical images, respectively, when SPPs
are excited at the gold-air interface outside the tapering region. [(b) and (d)] Topographical and
near-field optical images, respectively, when DLSPPs are excited at the gold-PMMA interface inside
the tapering region. [(e) and (g)] Averaged cross sectional profiles of the near-field optical image
taken at the straight waveguide section just after the end of the funnel. [(f) and (h)] Averaged
profiles of the near-field optical image taken parallel with the waveguide, through the funnel and
waveguide regions.
SPPW modes, the excitation scheme where SPPs are excited at the gold-air interface,
and subsequently coupled into the dielectric waveguides by means of a funnel was ap-
plied [Fig. 3.3(a) and (c)], and it proved successful with strong excitation of DLSPPW
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modes [59] (see App. B). However, when characterizing S-bends, where the waveg-
uides are displaced, it is apparent that this excitation technique has its limitations,
as SPPs propagating at the gold-air interface parallel with the waveguide scatters off
the dielectric ridges, when these are displaced. Thus another excitation technique has
been proposed and realized, where SPPs are excited directly in the dielectric funnel
by matching the mode effective index in this region [Fig. 3.3(b) and (d)]. Hence co-
propagating SPPs at the gold-air interface are avoided as the excitation condition is
not fulfilled for these [57] (see App. C). This excitation scheme also results in strong
excitation of DLSPPW modes and as no SPPs are excited at the gold-air interface,
the resulting near-field optical images are of much better contrast [Fig. 3.3]. Cross
sectional profiles of the near-field optical signal taken at the straight waveguide right
after the termination of the tapering region [Fig. 3.3(e) and (g)] shows that a strongly
confined DLSPPW mode is excited in both cases, but that exciting DLSPPs directly
in the funnel is preferable due to the very low background signal from SPPs propa-
gating the gold-air interface. In addition to the investigation of different excitation
schemes, an analysis of the effect of the funnel opening angle has been performed,
both by means of near-field measurements with the SNOM and by applying the FEM
(this work has been performed by A. V. Krasavin at the Queens University of Belfast,
UK). These investigations show that in order to avoid a large degree of scattering out
of the funnel at the transition between tapering region and waveguide, an opening
angle smaller than ∼ 30◦ is desired. For a funnel width of 10 µm this implies funnel
lengths larger than ∼ 20 µm, which is still small enough to limit the losses due to
propagation through the funnel [57].
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Figure 3.4: (a) Topographical and (b) near-field optical images recorded with the SNOM of an S-
bend which displaces the waveguide by 5 µm over a distance of 10 µm, recorded for the free-space
excitation wavelength λ = 1550 nm. (c) Topographical and (d) near-field optical images of a 50/50
Y-splitter with a final separation of 10 µm achieved over a distance of 10 µm, recorded for the
free-space excitation wavelength λ = 1550 nm.
In addition to establishing an efficient method for exciting strongly confined (full
width at half maximum of ∼ 700 nm) DLSPPW modes, with propagation lengths
of ∼ 50 µm [59,57], one needs to realize waveguide bends and splitters along with
various wavelength selective components in order to achieve compact integrated com-
ponents based on DLSPPWs. The bending of DLSPPW modes has been investigated
by fabrication of S-bends, where the waveguide is displaced with respect to its orig-
inal, by utilizing a design based on sine curves [74], which implies continuous bend
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curvature and thereby adiabatic modification of the DLSPPW mode through the bend
[Fig. 3.4(a) and (b)]. S-bends with offsets ranging from 2 µm up to 15 µm, which
implies radii of curvature down 1.95 µm, have been characterized with the SNOM,
and it was found that the pure bend loss of the fabricated S-bends is very small for
displacements (d ≤ 5 µm), i.e., radius of curvature larger than ∼ 4 µm, but that it
dominates the loss contribution for large displacements [75] (See App. D). Near-field
characterization of fabricated Y-splitters consisting of two mirrored S-bends, demon-
strates the realization of a 50/50 splitting of the DLSPPW mode [Fig. 3.4(c) and (d)].
The dependency of the Y-splitter transmission on final arm separation has been inves-
tigated over a wide range from 4 µm to 30 µm, and as expected it has been found that
the transmission is very similar to the S-bends, although the fabricated Y-splitters
exhibit a rounding of the junction area, with a resulting additional radiation loss [75].
Beside the basic manipulation of the DLSPPWs with bends and splitters, several
wavelength selective components have been designed, fabricated, and characterized.
Wavelength filtering has been realized with waveguide-ring resonators, where a cir-
cular ring is placed in close proximity of the excited waveguide [Fig. 3.5(a)-(c)]. The
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Figure 3.5: (a) Topographical image recorded with the SNOM of a WRR with a ring radius of
R ∼ 5 µm and a waveguide-ring gap of g ' 0.5 µm. [(b) and (c)] Near-field optical images with
free-space excitation wavelengths λ = 1570 nm and λ = 1590 nm, respectively. (d) Topographical
image of a DC with waveguide center-to-center separation of (S0 = 1000 nm). [(e) and (f)] Near-field
optical images of the DC shown in (a) for the wavelengths λ = 1500 nm λ = 1600 nm, respectively.
shown WRR feature nearly complete extinction (reaching ∼ 13 dB at λ = 1590 nm)
with a bandwidth of ∼ 20 nm, and an insertion loss as low as 2 dB. By designing
the ring radius, the transmission minima and maxima can be placed as desired, thus
enabling suppression of desired wavelength bands [76,60] (See App. E and App. F).
Wavelength filtering has also been realized by fabrication of Bragg gratings with 600-
nm-period step in width sections, which exhibited well defined Bragg reflection and
extinction in transmission within the wavelength interval 1540 nm− 1600 nm [76].
The coupling between two parallel waveguides has been investigated by near-field
characterization of fabricated DCs [Fig. 3.5(d)-(f)]. A thorough analysis of the in-
fluence of the waveguide separation and wavelength on the coupling length has been
carried out with the SNOM. The DCs show strong coupling between the waveguides,
with coupling lengths ranging from 6 µm to 20 µm depending on the separation and
wavelength [77,58] (See App. G and App. H). Using the knowledge of the coupling
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properties enables design of DC based demultiplexers, where physical separation of
two signals with different wavelengths is achieved, and design of low cross-talk waveg-
uide crossings [58].
In conclusion the near-field optical characterization of fabricated DLSPPW struc-
tures has demonstrated excitation of strongly confined single-mode waveguides with
propagation length in the range of 50 µm at telecommunication wavelengths. The
DLSPPW components presented here demonstrate only some of the possible applica-
tion of the DLSPPW technology, and due to the good correspondence with the EIM
and FEM modeling, design of specific components is made possible. This implies that
a DLSPPW technology platform is established, which can be build upon for further
advances in realizing compact integrated nanophotonic components.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and outlook
The primary focus of the work presented in this PhD thesis has been modeling, design,
and characterization of plasmonic dielectric ridge waveguides and passive components
based on these. The target is to establish a new technology platform for integratable
nanophotonic components by combining photonics and electronics on the same chip.
A thorough analysis of the guiding properties has been performed with the effective
index method, and the validity of the method in the analysis of dielectric-loaded sur-
face plasmon-polariton waveguides is verified by comparing to results obtained by 2D
and 3D finite element calculations, as well as to near-field measurements. The result-
ing optimum waveguide parameters with regard to mode confinement, propagation
loss, and single-mode constraints are a waveguide height of 600 nm and a width of
500 nm, at telecommunication wavelengths. This ensures a 1/e power decay length of
∼ 50 µm and sub-wavelength confinement, necessary in order to realize a high degree
of integration and sharp bending of the waveguides. Characterization of fabricated
structures with a scanning near-field optical microscope reveals efficient excitation of
tightly confined modes with negligible bend losses for bend radii larger than ∼ 4 µm.
Fabricated Y-splitters show a 50/50 splitting of the mode power, however, the resolu-
tion of the mask used in the fabrication process results in a rounding of the splitting
region which causes undesired scattering losses compared to, e.g., the S-bends which
do not suffer from this. 3D finite element modeling of Y-splitters with adiabatic split-
ting of the waveguide gives promise of minimizing this scattering loss by increasing
the resolution of the lithography mask. In addition to the fabrication and characteri-
zation of basic bending and splitting components the performance of several different
wavelength selective components has been investigated. Waveguide-ring resonators,
where a ring resonator is placed in close proximity of a straight waveguide, demon-
strate a periodic modulation of the output signal with a bandwidth of ∼ 20 nm, an
extinction ratio of ∼ 13 dB in the transmission spectrum, and with insertion losses as
low as 2 dB. Bragg gratings with a 600-nm-period step-in-width show suppression of
the transmission signal in the wavelength interval of 1540 nm−1600 nm, thus demon-
strating the realization of band-stop filters. Furthermore the effective index modeling
and near-field imaging of directional couplers show the possibility of achieving physi-
cal separation of two signals of different wavelengths, which enable the realization of
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demultiplexers.
The near-field optical characterization of basic waveguiding and various wave-
length selective components presented in this work, demonstrate the achievement of
integratable components capable of, e.g., filtering out undesired wavelength intervals
and physically separating signals with different wavelengths. These achievements are
important steps in the establishment of a DLSPPW technology platform and towards
realization of ultra-compact integrated plasmonic circuits operating simultaneously
as an electric circuit due to the underlying electrodes.
Outlook
The establishment of a new technological platform for integration of nanophotonic
components using dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides paves the way for the de-
velopment of a variety of components with enhanced functionalities for optical signal
processing and on-electronic-chip interconnects. Although the transmission losses ob-
served in the DLSPPWs are somewhat larger than in other conventional integrated
photonic devices, the DLSPPW technology platform presents some intriguing novel
applications due to the diversity in the choice of the dielectric and the presence of the
metal electrodes below the dielectric ridges. The metal involved can be turned into an
asset of the technology as the DLSPPW mode features a field maximum right at the
metal surface, which makes it very sensitive to, e.g., thermo-optical or electro-optical
effects induced by the electrodes. This could lead to electronic control of nanopho-
tonic devices such as wavelength selective components, variable optical attenuators,
and integrated power monitors. As the DLSPPW technology allows for a choice of
the dielectric, one can also envision the usage of the strong electromagnetic field at
the metal-dielectric interface by realizing non-linear photonic elements at low light
intensities.
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Summary in Danish
Denne afhandling omhandler modellering, design og karakterisering af dielektriske
overflade plasmon polariton bølgeledere ved telekommunikationsbølgelængder. Arbe-
jdet er sigtet mod at etablere en ny teknologiplatform for integrerbare nanofotoniske
komponenter ved at kombinere fotoniske og elektroniske komponenter p̊a samme chip.
De dielektriske overflade plasmon polariton bølgeledere best̊ar af dielektriske striber,
som i tværsnittet er rektangulære og i nanometer størrelse (∼ 600 × 500 nm2), som
er deponeret p̊a en jævn metal film. Overflade plasmon polaritonerne, der er elek-
tromagnetiske overflade bølger som er bundet til, og udbreder sig langs, en metal-
dielektrisk grænseflade, er stærkt begrænset til striben grundet den store forskel
i brydningsindeks mellem den dielektriske stribe og den omgrænsende luft. Teo-
retiske undersøgelser af bølgelederstrukturen, udført med effektiv indeks metoden
(EIM), viser at understøttelse af én bølgetilstand med sub-bølgelængde begrænsning
og en udbredelseslængde p̊a ∼ 50 µm kan opn̊as ved telekommunikationsbølgelængder
(λ ∼ 1500 nm), ved omhyggeligt design af bølgeleder dimensionerne. Nærfelts optisk
afbildning af fremstillede bølgeledere, udført ved hjælp af et skannende nærfelts op-
tisk mikroskop (SNOM) opererende i opsamlingstilstand, bekræfter, at de dielektriske
striber, med de designede dimensioner, understøtter stærkt bundne bølger med udbre-
delseslængder som forudset af EIM beregningerne. De dielektriske overflade plasmon
polariton tilstande bliver eksiteret ved anvendelse af Kretschmann-Raether konfigu-
rationen, hvor en laser str̊ale fokuseres p̊a bagsiden af metal filmen under en bestem
vinkel. Det viser sig, at effektiv eksitering med lav baggrundsstøj kan opn̊as ved
at eksitere overflade plasmon polaritoner direkte i en dielektrisk tragt, som ligger
i forlængelse af stribe bølgelederne. Effekten af at bøje og splitte bølgelederne p̊a
tabet undersøges ved brug af et SNOM, og resultaterne viser, at for bøjninger med en
bøjningsradius p̊a R & 4 µm er der ikke nævneværdige bøjningstab. For fremstillede
Y-splittere findes det, at en lille bøjning lige i split regionen (grundet opløsningen p̊a
den maske som anvendes i prøve fremstillingen) giver årsag til spredningstab, hvilket
forværrer de overordnede transmissions egenskaber. 3D finite element simuleringer
viser dog, at dette kan afhjælpes ved at øge opløsningen af masken.
Udover den optiske nærfelts karakterisering af simple bølgeleder komponenter som
S-bøjninger og Y-splittere undersøges virkningen af flere forskellige passive bølgelæng-
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de sensitive komponenter ved hjælp af et SNOM. Periodisk modulering af transmissio-
nen opn̊as ved at realisere bølgeleder-ring resonatorer, hvor en ring resonator placeres
i tæt afstand til en lige bølgeleder som eksiteres ved forskellige bølgelængder. Den
fremstillede resonator med den bedst afstemte kobling til ringen udviser et tab p̊a
∼ 2 dB, en smal indstillelig b̊andbredde p̊a ∼ 20 nm og stor kontrast (∼ 13 dB) i
transmissionsspektret. Komponentens karakteristika findes i god overensstemmelse
med resultater opn̊aet ved anvendelse af EIM beregninger. Bølgelængde filtrering er
ogs̊a opn̊aet ved at realisere Bragg gitre. Gitre med 600 nm lange periodiske spring i
bredden (fra 500 nm til 2 µm), med 300 nm lange intervaller mellem brede sektioner
og et varierende antal perioder: N=10, 20, 30 og 50 fremstilles og karakteriseres
med et SNOM. Den bedste virkning findes for et 30-perioder Bragg gitter, hvor en
veldefineret Bragg refleksion og dæmpning af transmissionen i bølgelængdeintervallet
1540 nm − 1600 nm observeres. Slutteligt undersøges koblingen mellem to parallelle
bølgeledere ved at fremstille og karakterisere retningsbestemte koblere, hvor de to
bølgeledere bringes i tæt kontakt ved hjælp af S-bøjninger. Betydningen af afstanden
mellem bølgelederne samt bølgelængden etableres og der findes en overordentlig god
overensstemmelse til EIM resultater. Med udgangspunkt i EIM beregninger introduc-
eres en metode til design af retningsbestemte koblere, som kan separere to signaler
med forskellig bølgelænge, samt til design af meget kompakte bølgeleder kryds med
en meget lille grad af cross-talk.
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Waveguiding of surface plasmon-polaritons SPPs by a dielectric ridge placed on a metal surface is ana-
lyzed using the effective-index method EIM and the finite element method FEM. Main characteristics of
these dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide DLSPPW structures, i.e., the mode effective index, confinement, and
propagation length, are calculated at the telecom wavelength =1.55 m for different widths and thicknesses
of a polymer ridge with the refractive index of 1.535 placed on a gold film surface. The condition for
single-mode guiding is investigated using the EIM, and it is found that single-mode DLSPPW guiding can be
realized for ridge thicknesses smaller than 630 nm and widths below 655 nm when decreasing the ridge
thickness, the ridge width suitable for single-mode guiding increases. It is also established that, in contrast to
the usual trade-off, the DLSPPW mode lateral confinement can be improved simultaneously with the increase
in the mode propagation length by choosing the appropriate ridge thickness. The accuracy of the EIM is
evaluated by comparing the computed mode characteristics with those obtained with the FEM and found rather
good for the modes being far from cutoff.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.245405 PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf, 71.36.c, 78.20.Bh, 42.79.Gn
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent explosive growth of research into plasmonics
has been largely stimulated by the expectation that plasmonic
circuits would be able of combining the best sides of elec-
tronic with respect to physical dimensions and optical with
respect to operation speed circuits. Plasmonic circuits are
perceived as consisting of photonic components utilizing, in
one or another form, surface plasmon-polaritons SPPs,
which are quasi-two-dimensional electromagnetic excita-
tions, propagating along a metal-dielectric interface and hav-
ing the field components decaying exponentially into both
neighboring media.1 The latter feature results in the SPP
characteristics being a mixture of those found for waves in
dielectric and metal media. Typically, SPPs are tightly bound
to the metal surface penetrating 100 nm in the dielectric
and 10 nm in the metal, a feature that implies the possibil-
ity of using SPPs for subwavelength optical interconnects
and photonic circuits.2 The main issue in this context is to
strongly confine the SPP field in the cross section perpen-
dicular to the SPP propagation direction smaller cross sec-
tions ensure smaller bend losses and higher densities of com-
ponents while keeping relatively low propagation losses.
It has been shown using numerical simulations that
nanometer-sized metal rods can support extremely confined
SPP modes propagating though only over hundreds of
nanometers.3 Similar properties were expected4 and indeed
found5 for the electromagnetic excitations supported by
chains of metal nanospheres. SPP propagation along metal
stripes6 and channels in periodically corrugated regions7 has
also exhibited propagation losses increasing drastically with
the decrease in the stripe or channel width. Recently, SPP
gap waveguides based on the SPP propagation between pro-
filed metal surfaces have been suggested8 and various nano-
waveguide configurations have been modeled.9 Quite re-
cently, channel SPP modes, or channel plasmon-polaritons
CPPs,10 where the electromagnetic radiation is concen-
trated at the bottom of V-shaped grooves milled in a metal
film, have been first predicted11 and then experimentally
shown12 to exhibit useful subwavelength confinement and
moderate propagation loss. Moreover, various CPP-based
subwavelength waveguide components, including Mach-
Zehnder interferometers and waveguide-ring resonators,
have been successfully realized.13 It should be noted though
that, in general, the SPP confinement is achieved primarily
by decreasing the SPP spatial extent into the dielectric,
thereby increasing the portion of SPP power being absorbed
by the metal, so that the choice of optimum guiding configu-
ration is subject to trade-off with many intricate issues yet to
be elucidated.
In conventional integrated optics, one can drastically re-
duce a waveguide mode size in the lateral cross section by
employing high-index-contrast waveguides, i.e., waveguides
having a core refractive index significantly different from
that in surrounding media.14 A similar approach involving
SPP modes has also been very recently demonstrated.15,16
The configuration used consists of a dielectric ridge placed
on a metal surface, and the lateral SPP confinement is
achieved due to the fact that the SPP effective index is larger
for the SPP mode supported by the metal-dielectric interface
even for thin dielectric layers than for that supported by the
air-metal interface.17 Borrowing an analogous term from in-
tegrated optics,18,19 such a waveguide configuration will be
hereafter called the dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide DL-
SPPW configuration. The reported experimental results
have already indicated that the DLSPPWs can indeed be
used for efficient guiding of SPP modes.15,16 Some of the
DLSPPW characteristics have also been modeled with the
effective-index approximation,15 but there are a number of
very important issues, e.g., the aforementioned trade-off, that
require detailed and careful theoretical consideration using
accurate modeling tools.
The effective-index method EIM is one of the standard
methods for analysis of photonic and SPP waveguides, which
is known to yield reasonably accurate results for weakly
guided linearly polarized modes being far from cutoff.18–20
It has also been found useful when considering channel SPP
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modes.21 Combined with the simplicity of the EIM, this
makes it attractive for consideration of DLSPPW mode char-
acteristics provided that its accuracy and validity domain are
established. Various numerical methods such as the finite dif-
ference method,22 the method of lines,23 the finite difference
time-domain algorithm,11 and the finite element method24
have previously been successfully utilized in the analysis of
optical waveguides. In this paper, the DLSPPW mode effec-
tive index, confinement, and propagation lengths are investi-
gated in detail using the EIM, and the results are compared
to and complemented with those obtained by making use of
the finite element method FEM.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the EIM is
presented and used in calculations of the DLSPPW mode
effective index, propagation length, and confinement for dif-
ferent system parameters. After this, the FEM is introduced
and employed in Sec. III for calculations of field distribu-
tions and vector plots in the DLSPPW cross section. The
accuracy of the EIM is evaluated in Sec. IV by comparing
the mode effective index, propagation length, and vertical
and lateral field profiles calculated with the EIM and FEM.
Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss the results obtained and offer
our conclusions.
II. EFFECTIVE-INDEX CALCULATION
The analyzed straight waveguide structure is similar to
that investigated experimentally16 and represents a dielectric
e.g., polymer ridge with refractive index n2, thickness t,
and width w placed on a metal e.g., gold film with thick-
ness d and wavelength dependent refractive index n3 Fig.
1a. The gold-polymer structure is enclosed by air with
refractive index n1 above and a semi-infinite dielectric layer
with refractive index n4 below, which represents a thick glass
substrate usually used in experiments to support the gold film
with polymer ridge structures.16
In the EIM, the two-dimensional 2D cross section of the
DLSPPW is considered and solved for guided modes by
dealing consecutively with two one-dimensional 1D wave-
guide geometries, which can be solved individually in a
manner similar to that used for analyzing multilayer wave-
guide structures.25–27 The key assumption made in the reduc-
tion of the problem is that the modes are linearly polarized
and well above cutoff, i.e., with most of the power concen-
trated in the ridge subregion so that the field magnitudes in
the four corner regions are small enough to be neglected.
Whereas the EIM previously has been used to analyze di-
electric ridge waveguides,25–27 which does not differ geo-
metrically from DLSPPWs, the very large and complex re-
fractive index of the gold film at telecom wavelengths
potentially changes the validity of the EIM. The conclusions
made on the performance of the EIM in contemplation of
dielectric ridge waveguides can thus not be directly adapted
to EIM calculations of DLSPPW modes.
One can view the 2D waveguide structure Fig. 1a as
being obtained by decreasing the width of the top polymer
layer Fig. 1b to match that of the ridge. The first step in
such an EIM approach here denoted EIM-1 to distinguish it
from another EIM approach introduced later is thus to cal-
culate the effective index Nef f
* of guided modes in a planar
four-layer waveguide structure Fig. 1b. Each of the four
layers is considered of infinite lateral extension in the x di-
rection. Furthermore, the top air and bottom dielectric
layers abutting the polymer and gold films are considered
semi-infinite in the depth y direction, which implies that
there are no reflections from external boundaries, only from
the gold and polymer interfaces.
In the second step of the EIM-1 when shrinking the poly-
mer layer in width, Nef f
* is used in the calculation of the final
mode effective index Nef f by contemplation of a three-layer
waveguide structure with vertical interfaces Fig. 1c. As
the modes of interest in this work are bound to the gold-
FIG. 1. a Cross-sectional view of the DL-
SPPW structure under investigation. b The four-
layer and c three-layer structures considered
correspondingly in the first and second steps of
the EIM-1. The coordinate system used is also
shown along with the orientation of the main
component of the electric field in the case of TM
modes.
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polymer interface, the effective index of a SPP propagating
along the gold-air interface nSPP is used outside the ridge
subregion.
In the simulation results presented hereafter, an excitation
wavelength =1.55 m, a gold layer thickness d=100 nm,
and refractive indexes n1=1, n2=1.535, n3=0.55+ i11.5,
28
and n4=1.6 are used when calculating DLSPPW mode char-
acteristics unless noted otherwise.
A. SPP guiding in the four-layer structure
The direction of SPP propagation is considered along the
z axis Fig. 1 and the electric field can then be written in the
form
E = Epyexpit − z , 1
where Ep denotes the components of the electric field, e.g.,
being in the case of TM modes in the y ,z plane.  is the
complex propagation constant =− i which is related
to the mode effective index according to =k0Nef f
*
= 2 /Nef f
* and propagation length as L*=1/ 2. It is
instructive to consider the SPP dispersion relation of a metal-
dielectric interface, which can be thought of as a limiting
case of the considered configuration with the polymer film
thickness t being either very small or very large. The corre-
sponding SPP dispersion relation is given by1
 = k0 md
m + d
, 2
with m being the complex permittivity of the metal and d
being the permittivity of the dielectric.
When solving the four-layer planar geometry Fig. 1b
for the effective index Nef f
* and propagation length L* for
various polymer film thicknesses, it is expected that, for very
thin film layers, the fundamental mode becomes progres-
sively close to a SPP propagating along the gold-air inter-
face, i.e., Nef f
* →1.0038 and L*→339 m. Correspondingly,
for very thick film layers, the results should approach those
of a SPP at the gold-polymer interface, i.e., Nef f
* →1.55 and
L*→92 m. In between these extremes, it is expected that
the SPP mode effective index of the four-layer structure is
monotonously decreasing with the film thickness, since an
increasing part of the SPP field penetrates in the air above the
polymer. Decreasing the film thickness, however, also has
the effect of squeezing the field inside the polymer region,
because optical fields tend to be confined in regions with
higher refractive indexes. This implies that the field magni-
tude at the gold-polymer interface and inside the gold in-
creases, resulting in greater absorption loss. One should
therefore expect that the propagation length decreases with
the film thickness until some point, where the field cannot be
squeezed more into the polymer, reaching a minimum. De-
creasing the film thickness further would result in a rapid
increase in the field outside the polymer, and the propagation
length would approach that of the SPP at the gold-air inter-
face.
The results of the calculations performed by utilizing a
multilayer waveguide program for solution of the four-layer
structure confirm the expected behavior Fig. 2. It should be
mentioned that the accuracy of the multilayer waveguide
program used was found to be very good by comparison with
FEM calculations with deviations being less than 0.1%
conducted for the same structure. In addition to the funda-
mental transverse magnetic TM0 mode, the second funda-
mental TM1 and the fundamental transverse electric TE0
modes are found. In the notation used, a TM mode refers to
a SPP mode with dominating x component of the magnetic
field and TE refers to transverse electric mode with dominat-
ing x component of the electric field. The fundamental TE0
mode is included in order to evaluate the single-mode con-
dition for DLSPPWs; however, it is not further analyzed as
the second step in the EIM assumes SPP modes due to the
use of nSPP, thus making evaluation of TE modes erroneous.
The cutoff thickness of the TM1 mode is t631 nm and the
TE0 mode has cutoff at t313 nm, implying that below
these thicknesses the corresponding modes do not exist. By
controlling the polarization and limiting the film thickness
by 630 nm in our case, the single-mode guiding in such a
four-layered structure is thereby achievable. Single-mode
FIG. 2. Characteristics of modes supported by the four-layer
structure presented in Fig. 1b and analyzed in the first step of the
EIM-1. a The mode effective index and b the propagation length
as a function of the film thickness for TM0, TM1, and TE0 modes.
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guiding allows one to avoid various mode dispersion and
interference effects usually unwanted and is therefore pref-
erential in photonic circuits. Conditions for the single-mode
guiding in DLSPPWs are further considered in the following
section.
B. Single-mode condition
The mode effective index of the DLSPPW Fig. 1a is
found by utilizing the calculated effective index and propa-
gation length of a multilayered structure Nef f
* and L* and by
taking into account the finite width of the ridge Fig. 1c.
Although one can avoid the support of multiple modes of the
multilayered structure Fig. 1b by limiting the ridge thick-
ness to t631, care must be taken in the second step of the
EIM-1 to avoid multimode guiding of the final structure.
This is due to the possible appearance of TM01 modes, i.e.,
modes that have two peaks in the lateral profile. A condition
for single-mode guiding of the DLSPPW is found by solving
for the cutoff width of the TM01 mode, i.e., the minimum
ridge width w which supports two TM modes. By designing
ridges with widths below this cutoff width, single-mode
guiding of the final waveguide structure is achievable. It is,
however, apparent that the single-mode guiding still requires
TM-polarized excitation in order to avoid excitation of TE
modes.
It is seen that the waveguide structure is symmetric in the
lateral direction Fig. 1c. The cutoff width for the TM01
mode can then be calculated by utilizing normalized wave-
guide parameters as follows:29
w =

k0Nef f* 2 − nSPP2
, 3
where nSPP is the mode effective index of the SPP supported
by the gold-air interface. The cutoff ridge width for the TM01
mode is thus dependent on the wavelength and ridge thick-
ness t as Nef f
* depends on the thickness t. For small thick-
nesses, Nef f
* approaches nSPP and the cutoff ridge width in-
creases rapidly. For large thicknesses, Nef f
* approaches the
mode effective index of the SPP at the gold-polymer inter-
face, and the cutoff ridge width approaches a constant value
of w655 nm.
The cutoff ridge width of the TM01 mode was determined
using Eq. 3 for different thicknesses by utilizing the calcu-
lated effective indexes Nef f
* Fig. 3. It is apparent that the
single-mode guiding in DLSPPWs is achieved in the param-
eter space below the TM01 cutoff width curve and to the
left of the TM1 cutoff thickness line.
C. Fundamental mode characteristics
The mode effective indexes and propagation lengths of
TM00 modes are found by solution of the three-layer struc-
ture Fig. 1c for different ridge dimensions Fig. 4. For
infinite ridge width, the structure and thus also the modes are
identical to those of the four-layer structure Fig. 1b, im-
FIG. 3. Cutoff ridge width of the TM01 mode as a function of
thickness. The vertical dashed line indicates the thickness where the
TM1 mode has cutoff.
FIG. 4. The mode effective index and propagation length loga-
rithmic scale as a function of ridge width for several different
thicknesses as calculated with EIM-1. Each curve is ended at the
cutoff width of the TM01 mode, i.e., where single-mode guiding
ceases.
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plying that Nef f→Nef f* . As Nef f* is increasing monotonously
with thickness Fig. 2a so is Nef f Fig. 4a. A decrease in
the ridge width decreases the field portion confined in the
ridge region and the mode effective index therefore de-
creases. For very small ridge widths, the DLSPPW funda-
mental mode effective index Nef f approaches that of the SPP
at the gold-air interface. Similar reasoning accounts for the
propagation length of the mode, which increases when de-
creasing the ridge width and approaches the SPP propagation
length at the gold-air interface Fig. 4b. The calculated
propagation length dependence shows that a larger mode ef-
fective index associated with a better mode confinement
within the ridge implies a shorter propagation length, in
accordance with the general consideration. This, however, is
strictly true only for constant-thickness ridge waveguides.
For example, when comparing the length dependence for
ridges with t=600 nm and t=300 nm, it is seen that the
propagation length of the DLSPPW fundamental mode for
the 600-nm-thick ridge waveguides is longer than that for
300-nm-thick ones once their widths are larger than 300 nm
Fig. 4b. At the same time, the mode effective index for
the 600-nm-thick ridge waveguides is larger than that for
300-nm-thick ones for all widths Fig. 4a. This feature is a
consequence of the nonmonotone dependence of TM0 propa-
gation length Fig. 2b, indicating also the possibility for
optimization with respect to the confinement-loss trade-off.
D. Lateral mode field confinement
In the design of optical waveguides, the lateral mode field
confinement is of great importance because a good confine-
ment, i.e., a small mode width W, enables large bend angles
	
 /W with acceptable bend losses, thereby minimizing the
length of components 
W /	.21 This trend in turn maxi-
mizes density of components n
1/ W= /W3 and, in ad-
dition, decreases the incurred propagation loss per compo-
nent due to a decrease in the component length.
Previous results from contemplation of similar DLSPPW
structures15 illustrate that a large ridge curvature gives rise to
a complete radiative loss of poorly confined SPP modes. This
exemplifies the importance of well confined modes, and to
accommodate this design parameter, the mode width of DL-
SPPWs of different dimensions is investigated in the follow-
ing.
In order to find the mode width of the fundamental TM00
mode for different ridge dimensions, the field profiles of a
lateral cross section are considered. The main electric-field
component Ey of a lateral profile is considered for a
600-nm-thick ridge waveguide at four different widths Fig.
5. Each profile has been normalized to a maximum value of
1 and the mode width is thus given as the width of the peak
at a field value of 1 /e, represented by the thin horizontal line
in the figure. The mode width is different for the four differ-
ent thicknesses. It is very large for the 100-nm-wide ridge
and seems to have a minimum around a ridge width of
500 nm. This clearly illustrates that the field is squeezed
into the ridge region when the width is decreased until a
certain point, where the field no longer can be confined to the
TABLE I. The optimum ridge width regarding lateral field con-
finement along with the mode width, propagation length, and mode
effective index for four different ridge thicknesses.
t
nm
200 300 400 600
wopt nm 850 600 550 500
Mode width nm 1580 1165 1015 915
L m 42 36 38 48
Nef f 1.10 1.17 1.22 1.27
FIG. 5. The lateral field distribution of the main electric-field
component for four widths w, all with t=600 nm. The thin horizon-
tal line indicates the value 1/e, and as the field profiles are scaled to
a maximum value of 1, the mode width can be read from the inter-
section with this line. The calculations are performed with the
EIM-1. The w=1000 nm waveguide is not single mode, but is in-
cluded to illustrate that the mode width increases for wide ridges.
FIG. 6. The mode width logarithmic scale depicted versus the
ridge width for four different values of ridge thickness t. The ver-
tical lines crossing the curves mark the end of the single-mode
regime. The calculations are performed by using the EIM-1.
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ridge. Then, it starts to spread out into the surrounding air
where the decay length is larger, thereby decreasing the
mode confinement. To find the optimum width, regarding the
mode width, for different ridge thicknesses, additional calcu-
lations have been performed Fig. 6. The results show the
mode width versus the ridge width for several different
thicknesses. There is a distinct minimum in all curves, indi-
cating the optimum ridge width wopt regarding the lateral
mode field confinement. The results for the five shown thick-
nesses are summarized in Table I, where wopt along with the
mode widths are shown for each of the five t values. The
results presented here Fig. 6 and Table I show that in order
to achieve good lateral mode field confinement, one should
construct a DLSPPW of large thickness and width of
400–500 nm, e.g., t=600 nm and w=500 nm. Larger thick-
nesses are desirable regarding mode confinement and propa-
gation length; however, since such waveguides are not single
mode, they are not considered in this work.
III. FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS
When utilizing the FEM to analyze the DLSPPW struc-
ture Fig. 1a, the mode effective index, propagation length,
and the magnetic- and electric-field vectors in the cross sec-
tion of the DLSPPW can be found. In addition to providing
numerically determined Nef f and L values, this method thus
enables evaluation of some of the approximations made in
the EIM-1, e.g., regarding strictly vertical polarization in the
cross section of the waveguide.
The FEM is a technique for numerical solution of partial
differential equations or integral equations. In the method,
the region of interest is subdivided into small segments, usu-
ally triangles, and the partial differential equation is replaced
with a corresponding functional. Subsequently, a variational
method is used to minimize the functional in order to obtain
variational features in the algorithm.30–32
The approach taken in the application of the FEM in this
work is solution of the electric-field components and the
propagation constant . By assuming fields on a time-
harmonic form, the wave equation for the electric field is
given as
   1
r
  E − k02rE = 0 , 4
where the relative permittivity r in general is a complex
position dependent tensor and the relative permeability r in
general is a position dependent tensor. The media contem-
plated in this paper are, however, considered homogeneous,
nonmagnetic, and isotropic, implying that r has a constant
scalar value within each medium and that r=1. With SPP
propagation in the z direction, i.e.,
Ex,y,z,t = Ex,yexpit − z , 5
the wave equation Eq. 4 simplifies to
FIG. 7. Color online Field distribution plots of the magnitude of the vertical component of the electric field 	Ey	 for ridge dimension
t=600 nm, w=600 nm, calculated by application of the FEM. In all three plots, the fundamental TM00 mode is depicted. a shows the field
for =893 nm n3=0.21+ i5.94 where Nef f =1.49 and L=16.1 m, b for =1.22 m n3=0.36+ i8.60 where Nef f =1.39 and L
=29.8 m, and c for =1.55 m n3=0.55+ i11.5 where Nef f =1.29 and L=44.4 m Ref. 28.
FIG. 8. Color online Field distribution plots of the magnitude of the vertical component of the electric field 	Ey	 for different ridge
dimensions. a shows 	Ey	 for a t=300 nm, w=300 nm ridge where Nef f =1.04 and L=68.7 m, b a t=300 nm, w=600 nm ridge where
Nef f =1.14 and L=37.0 m, and c a t=600 nm, w=300 nm ridge where Nef f =1.13 and L=59.1 m.
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t
2E + rk0
2 − 2E = 0 , 6
where t
2 denotes the part of the Laplacian related to the
transverse components x ,y. This is the partial differential
equation from which a corresponding functional is con-
structed and solved for , Ex, Ey, and Ez.
The boundary condition used at the exterior boundary
edge of computational window is that of a perfect electric
conductor,
n̂  E = 0 , 7
which implies that the tangential components of the electric
field are set to zero at the exterior boundary. The boundary
conditions which must be fulfilled at the interior boundaries,
i.e., at the interfaces between two media, are the continuity
of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
fields and the continuity of the normal components of the
electric and magnetic flux densities,
n̂  E1 − E2 = 0 , 8
n̂  H1 − H2 = 0 , 9
n̂ · D1 − D2 = 0, 10
n̂ · B1 − B2 = 0, 11
where it has been assumed that the surface charge density s
and surface current density Js are zero.
In the following two sections, field contour plots and field
vector plots calculated by application of the FEM are treated,
and in Sec. IV the calculated mode effective indexes and
propagation lengths are compared to those found by means
of the EIM. All FEM calculations in this work are performed
by utilizing COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 3.3.
A. Mode field cross-section distributions
The dependence of the field distribution of the y compo-
nent of the electric field, the mode effective index, and the
propagation length on SPP excitation wavelength and ridge
dimensions is investigated. The field distribution of the fun-
damental TM00 mode of a DLSPPW is calculated for three
different excitation wavelengths Fig. 7. The dimension of
the considered DLSPPW is t=600 nm, w=600 nm, and the
results are shown for free-space excitation wavelengths of
893 nm, 1.22 m, and 1.55 m. As expected from the pre-
vious discussion, the field is strongly confined to the gold-
polymer interface inside the ridge, indicating that the mode
indeed is a DLSPPW mode, which is furthermore confirmed
by the exponential decay into both the gold and polymer
ridge regions shown explicitly in the vertical field profiles
presented in Sec. IV. The reasons for the nonevident field in
the gold film in the field distribution plots are the conserva-
tion of the normal component of the electric flux density
along with a large change in dielectric constant at the gold-
polymer interface and the short penetration depth in the gold
film. It is apparent that a shorter wavelength implies better
confinement, as the ridge is optically larger for shorter wave-
lengths. Furthermore, a larger wavelength results in less loss
and thus longer propagation lengths, in accordance with the
FIG. 9. Field vector plots of the electric field for different ridge dimensions. a shows Et for a t=300 nm, w=300 nm ridge, b a t
=300 nm, w=600 nm ridge, and c a t=600 nm, w=300 nm ridge. The field vectors are scaled arbitrarily.
FIG. 10. Cross-sectional view of the wave-
guide structure considered a in the first step of
the EIM-2 and b in the second step of the
EIM-2. In both cases, the polarization is strictly
vertical, and the layers are considered of infinite
vertical and horizontal extents, respectively.
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general understanding. Due to the conservation of the normal
component of the electric flux density at the interfaces Eq.
10, a discontinuous change in the electric field is expected
at the lateral boundaries of the ridge. This discontinuity is
very evident for the gold-polymer interface, but can also be
observed for the air-polymer interface, however, less pro-
nounced due to the smaller difference in permittivity.
The dependence of the field distribution of the vertical
component of the electric field on ridge dimensions is calcu-
lated for an excitation wavelength of 1.55 m Fig. 8. Four
different waveguide structures are considered in total three
in Fig. 8 and one in Fig. 7c. The field distributions in a t
=300 nm, w=300 nm ridge Fig. 8a and a t=300 nm, w
=600 nm ridge Fig. 8b show that for small ridge thick-
nesses a large part of the field is distributed on top of the
ridge waveguide, which is undesirable when designing opti-
cal components such as bends and splitters due to large ra-
diative losses. Both t=300 nm waveguide structures also
show a poor lateral confinement of the electric field in com-
parison with the t=600 nm ridge waveguides, which is in
accordance with the EIM-1 results. The ridge dimensions
which show the best confinement both laterally and verti-
cally are clearly the largest t=600 nm, w=600 nm Fig.
7c.
In the EIM, the field in the corner regions is disregarded,
and for large ridges this appears to be a good approximation.
Here, the field is mainly confined to the ridge and, in par-
ticular, to the gold-polymer interface. For small ridge dimen-
sions, however, this approximation leads to an error, as a
relatively large part of the field is concentrated in the two
upper corner regions. The effect this has on the calculated
mode effective indexes and propagation lengths is investi-
gated in Sec. IV.
B. Electric-field orientation
In order to investigate the validity of the approximation
made in the EIM of strictly vertical polarization, the field
vectors of the electric field in the cross section of the DL-
SPPW, Et, are calculated for three different ridge dimensions
by utilizing the FEM Fig. 9. The field vectors of the small
ridge t=300 nm, w=300 nm Fig. 9a show a quite large
deviation from strictly vertical polarization. This is espe-
cially pronounced around the corners in the air surrounding
the ridge, but it is evident in the entire plot except right
through the middle of the ridge due to the symmetry of the
ridge structure. The plot of the field vectors in the t
=300 nm, w=600 nm structure Fig. 9b also shows non-
vertical electric-field vectors, but since a larger part of the
field is confined to the ridge, the deviation from vertical po-
larization is smaller. The t=600 nm, w=300 nm ridge struc-
ture Fig. 9c also shows less nonvertical polarization than
TABLE II. The mode effective indexes Nef f and propagation lengths L of the DLSPPWs calculated by
means of the FEM, the EIM-1, and the EIM-2. The ridge thickness is constant at t=600 nm and the width
varies from w=200 nm to w=800 nm.
Ridge width
nm
200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Mode index FEM 1.064 1.133 1.198 1.250 1.291 1.323 1.348
Mode index EIM-1 1.094 1.162 1.221 1.268 1.305 1.334 1.357
Mode index EIM-2 1.075 1.143 1.205 1.255 1.294 1.325 1.349
Prop. length m FEM 81.3 59.1 50.1 46.4 44.4 42.8 42.2
Prop. length m EIM-1 89.2 63.0 52.6 47.8 45.2 43.8 42.9
Prop. length m EIM-2 104 78.6 66.3 59.4 55.1 52.2 50.2
TABLE III. The mode effective indexes and propagation lengths of the DLSPPWs calculated by means of
the FEM, the EIM-1, and the EIM-2. The ridge width is constant at w=500 nm and the thickness is varied.
Ridge thickness
nm
200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Mode index FEM 1.041 1.111 1.176 1.221 1.250 1.269 1.282
Mode index EIM-1 1.057 1.140 1.205 1.244 1.268 1.284 1.294
Mode index EIM-2 1.089 1.149 1.198 1.232 1.255 1.270 1.282
Prop. length m FEM 66.0 41.7 39.5 42.2 46.4 50.4 54.8
Prop. length m EIM-1 59.1 39.8 39.9 43.5 47.8 52.2 56.4
Prop. length m EIM-2 61.9 51.3 51.2 54.6 59.4 64.5 69.6
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the smaller structure, but there is still deviation evident in the
corner regions outside the ridge. The variance from vertical
polarization will cause discrepancy in the calculated mode
effective indexes and propagation lengths of the two meth-
ods. The effect of this is investigated further in the following,
where the accuracy of another EIM is also evaluated.
IV. COMPARISON OF SIMULATION METHODS
In order to investigate the validity of the EIM-1 results,
the calculated mode effective indexes and propagation
lengths are compared to those calculated by means of the
FEM. Furthermore, the results of another effective-index ap-
proach EIM-2 are compared to the FEM and EIM-1 results.
The 2D waveguide geometry considered in the EIM-2 is the
same as that of the EIM-1 Fig. 1a; however, a different
approach is taken in the reduction of the 2D geometry to two
1D waveguide structures that can be dealt with consecutively
Fig. 10. First, an infinitely tall ridge is considered, i.e., an
air-polymer-air layer with infinitely extending vertical
boundaries Fig. 10a. A ridge width dependent effective
index Nef f
* of this structure is calculated by assuming polar-
ization parallel to the interfaces. One can then view the ap-
pearance of a DLSPPW by truncating the air-polymer-air
structure vertically and surrounding it by air above and a
gold-dielectric structure below. The effective index Nef f
*
found by solution of the three-layer vertical structure is thus
used in the solution of a four-layer planar waveguide struc-
ture, where infinite horizontal extension of the layers is as-
sumed Fig. 10b.
A. Mode effective index and propagation loss
The mode effective indexes and propagation lengths of
DLSPPWs, calculated by means of the three different meth-
ods, are presented in Table II for a constant ridge thickness
of t=600 nm. The table presents the results of seven differ-
ent waveguide dimensions, w=200 nm to w=800 nm. Note
that the t=600 nm, w=800 nm waveguide is not single
mode; however, it is included for illustration purposes. The
results for constant ridge thickness show some general ten-
dencies. Firstly, the mode effective indexes calculated by
means of the EIM-1 and the EIM-2 are larger than those
calculated by means of the FEM. The maximum deviation
from the FEM results is, however, less than 3%. Secondly,
the propagation lengths calculated by means of the EIM-1
and the EIM-2 are longer than those calculated by applica-
tion of the FEM. The maximum deviation from the FEM
results is 10% for the EIM-1 and 33% for the EIM-2.
Thirdly, the deviations of the EIM-1 and EIM-2 from the
FEM results decrease with increasing ridge width. Lastly, the
results show that the EIM-2 is more accurate than the EIM-1
regarding the mode effective index, but results in much
larger error in the calculated propagation lengths.
In Table III, the mode effective indexes and propagation
lengths calculated by means of the three methods are pre-
sented for ridges with constant width w=500 nm and varying
thickness from t=200 nm to t=800 nm. As before, some of
FIG. 11. Color online Field distribution of the magnitude of
the vertical component of the electric field obtained by combining
lateral and vertical field profiles from the EIM-1 for a t=300 nm,
w=300 nm ridge.
FIG. 12. Vertical profiles of the vertical component of the elec-
tric field Ey calculated by utilizing the EIM-1 and the FEM. The
edge profiles are taken 50 nm from the vertical edge of the ridge.
The field profiles are shown for a t=300 nm, w=300 nm ridge
where Nef f,FEM=1.04, LFEM=68.7 m, Nef f,EIM-1=1.08, LEIM-1
=59.7 m and for a t=600 nm, w=600 nm ridge where Nef f,FEM
=1.29, LFEM=44.4 m, Nef f,EIM-1=1.31, LEIM-1=45.2 m. The in-
set is a zoom of the EIM-1 middle profile in the metal film.
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the waveguides are not single mode; however, they are in-
cluded for illustration purposes. The results of the constant
ridge width calculations also show some general tendencies;
however, in this case the EIM-2 results are not unambigu-
ously closer to the FEM results regarding Nef f and the EIM-1
results are not unambiguously closer to the FEM results re-
garding the propagation length, as was the case for the
constant-thickness waveguide. It is interesting to note that at
small ridge thicknesses t350 nm, the accuracy of the
EIM-2 regarding Nef f is largely affected. This is found to
inherit from the approximation that the polymer layer ex-
tends infinitely in the vertical direction Fig. 10a, which is
a poor approximation for small ridge thicknesses. For larger
thicknesses, however, the EIM-2 shows superior results re-
garding Nef f and the EIM-1 is superior regarding the calcu-
lation of propagation loss.
The reason for the overestimation of the propagation con-
stant in the EIM can be explained according to previous
analysis on dielectric ridge waveguides, where it is found
that overestimation occurs when the normalized frequency is
large.25–27 That the accuracy of the propagation length is su-
perior for the EIM-1 is a consequence of the inclusion of the
SPP nature of the modes in both steps, whereas the SPP
nature of the mode field outside the polymer region, i.e., at
the gold-air interface, is not properly accounted for in the
EIM-2. This is supported by the following reasoning. An
increase in the width of the ridge w=300→w=600 nm
leads to a decrease of the electric field at the gold-air inter-
face outside the ridge Figs. 8a and 8b. Increasing the
thickness of the ridge t=300→ t=600 nm does not, how-
ever, largely affect the electric field at the interface outside
the ridge Figs. 8a and 8c. This implies that if the above
explanation of the longer propagation length calculated by
the EIM-2 is correct, an increase in ridge width should de-
crease the error in propagation length of the EIM-2, whereas
an increase in thickness should not affect the error largely.
This is confirmed in the results presented in Tables II and III
as an increase in width w=400→w=800 nm reduces the
error from 32% to 19%, whereas an increase in thickness
t=400→ t=800 nm only reduces the error from 30% to
27%.
The results show that in general the total deviation is
larger for the EIM-2 as the error in propagation length is
quite large for this method. The error in Nef f and L of the
EIM-1 for larger ridge dimensions is, however, less than 3%
and thus the validity of the EIM-1 proves to be justified
except for contemplation of guided SPP modes in very small
ridges.
B. Vertical and lateral field distributions
While the accuracy of the mode effective index and
propagation length is important for analyzing mode propaga-
tion in straight waveguides, the accuracy of the field distri-
bution is of great practical interest in the realization of opti-
cal components such as bends, splitters, and directional
couplers, because the bend and coupling losses depend
strongly on the field distribution mode confinement in the
cross section of the waveguide. In the EIM-1, field distribu-
tions are obtained by taking the product of the lateral and
vertical field distributions as calculated in the first and sec-
ond steps of the EIM-1, respectively, i.e., EEIM-1=xy
Fig. 11. Apparent deviations from the FEM result EFEM
=Ex ,y Fig. 8a are evident for the t=300 nm, w
=300 nm ridge, especially the discontinuity of the field at
y=300 nm that accentuates the errors introduced in the
EIM-1 by disregarding the corner regions. It is chosen to
compare vertical and lateral field profiles obtained from the
EIM-1 and FEM field plots to investigate the accuracy of the
calculated field distributions further. The field distributions
from the EIM-1 and the FEM are normalized so that the
surface integrals of Ey
2 in the cross section are equal.
Vertical field profiles taken through the middle of the
ridge and 50 nm from the edge of the ridge are found for a
t=300 nm, w=300 nm ridge and a t=600 nm, w=600 nm
ridge Fig. 12. Lateral field profiles taken 50 nm from the
top and 50 nm from the bottom of the ridge are found for the
same ridge dimensions Fig. 13. The field profiles of the
FIG. 13. Lateral profiles of the vertical component of the elec-
tric field calculated by utilizing the EIM-1 and the FEM. The bot-
tom profiles are taken 50 nm from the gold-polymer interface and
the top profiles are taken 50 nm from the top of the ridge. The field
profiles are shown for a t=300 nm, w=300 nm and for a t
=600 nm, w=600 nm ridge SPP waveguide.
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smaller waveguide show that the discrepancy between the
two methods is significant in regard to the field distribution.
The results of the EIM-1 illustrate that the field is noticeably
larger at the metal surface, implying better vertical confine-
ment, but also introducing larger Ohmic losses. The field
profiles of the larger structure show a close correlation be-
tween the EIM-1 and FEM distributions, implying nearly
identical mode confinement. However, whereas the bottom
lateral profiles all are Gaussian in shape, the top lateral pro-
files of the FEM show irregularities at the ridge edges, which
are found to inherit from the strong confinement of the elec-
tric field around the 90° corners of the ridge. In addition, the
squeezing of the field into the ridge and the nonvertical com-
ponents of the electric field in the smaller structure Fig.
9a makes these irregularities more apparent there Fig.
13a. The inset in Fig. 12b further confirms that the
modes indeed are DLSPPW modes, as the field is shown to
decrease exponentially into the metal film.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The characteristics of DLSPPWs have been considered in
detail by making use of different simulation methods, i.e.,
the EIM and the FEM. The validity of two different EI ap-
proaches has been evaluated by comparing the computed
mode effective indexes, propagation lengths, and vertical and
lateral field profiles to those found by means of the FEM. As
expected, the EIM results showed noticeable deviations from
the FEM results when treating weakly bound DLSPPW
modes, whereas for the modes being far from cutoff the EIM
was found reasonably accurate. The EIM, in which the DL-
SPPW was first considered as a planar multilayered wave-
guide before correcting for the finite width of the ridge
EIM-1, has been proved the most accurate in the whole
range, as the other approach EIM-2 failed to properly ac-
count for the field magnitude at the gold-air interface outside
the ridge. By analyzing electric-field distributions in the DL-
SPPW cross sections calculated with the FEM, it has been
found that the EIM inaccuracy when treating weakly bound
modes inherits from not accounting for the field magnitude
in the corner regions. Furthermore, the FEM field vector
plots for different DLSPPWs showed that the assumption of
linear vertical polarization in the EIM introduces an error,
which is quite large for close to cutoff waveguides.
The DLSPPW mode effective index, confinement, and
propagation length were calculated at the telecom wave-
length =1.55 m for different widths and thicknesses of a
polymer ridge placed on a gold film surface. The condition
for single-mode guiding has been investigated using the
EIM, and it has been found that single-mode DLSPPW
guiding can be realized for ridge thicknesses smaller than
630 nm and widths below 655 nm when decreasing the
ridge thickness, the ridge width suitable for single-mode
guiding increases. It has also been established that, in con-
trast to the usual trade-off, the DLSPPW mode lateral con-
finement can be improved simultaneously with the increase
in the mode propagation length by choosing the appropriate
ridge thickness cf. Figs. 4b and 6. In general, for each
ridge thickness, the ridge width can be optimized with re-
spect to the mode lateral confinement Fig. 6. This optimum
ridge width ranges from 850 to 500 nm for the thicknesses
considered t=200 nm to t=600 nm, where a larger ridge
thickness implies a smaller mode width. It has thus been
found favorable to have as thick a dielectric ridge waveguide
as possible allowed by the single-mode condition, both re-
garding the mode confinement and propagation loss. For
telecom wavelengths =1.55 m, the EIM calculations
showed that a ridge having the thickness of 600 nm and the
width of 500 nm would support a DLSPPW mode with the
mode width W=915 nm, implying the subwavelength con-
finement inside the ridge, and the propagation length L
=48 m, which is still relatively long. We believe that the
presented results improve our understanding of the main fea-
tures of SPP guiding in DLSPPW structures as well as pro-
vide useful guidelines for the design of DLSPPW-based pho-
tonic components. We conduct further investigations in this
area.
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The excitation and propagation of strongly confined surface plasmon-polariton SPP waveguide
modes, supported by 500-nm-wide and 550-nm-high dielectric ridges fabricated on smooth gold
films, are investigated at telecommunication wavelengths using a scanning near-field optical
microscope. Different tapering structures for coupling of SPPs, excited at bare gold surfaces, into
dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide DLSPPW modes are considered. The DLSPPW mode
confinement and propagation loss are characterized. The DLSPPW mode propagation along an S
bend having the smallest curvature radius of 2.48 m is shown, demonstrating the potential of
DLSPPW technology for the realization of high-density photonic integrated circuits. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2825588
Ever increasing demands for high-density photonic inte-
grated circuits impel the search for waveguide configurations
ensuring strong lateral mode field confinement, which is a
prerequisite for realizing efficient and compact bends, split-
ters, and other waveguide components. For this reason, sur-
face plasmon polaritons SPPs have attracted great interest
in recent years.1 SPPs are surface electromagnetic modes
propagating along a metal-dielectric interface. They feature a
maximum of the electric field at the interface and decay ex-
ponentially away from it.2 A variety of SPP waveguide struc-
tures such as two dimensional SPP band gaps,3 metal
stripes,4–6 and V grooves in a metal surface7–9 have been
proposed and investigated. An alternative and technologi-
cally simple strategy for achieving tight SPP mode confine-
ment exploits the dependence of the SPP propagation con-
stant on the refractive index of the dielectric at the metal-
dielectric interface by depositing dielectric ridges on the
metal surface. The resulting configuration, known as
dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides DLSPPWs, has been
demonstrated experimentally at the free space wavelengths
=800 nm Refs. 10 and 11 and =1520 nm.12 Numerical
analysis of DLSPPWs at telecommunication wavelengths13,14
showed prospects for obtaining very low radiation losses at
compact bends and splitters provided that the ridges used are
sufficiently high and narrow to ensure both large index con-
trast and strong field confinement in the single-mode propa-
gation. In the present work, highly confined DLSPPW modes
are demonstrated experimentally by near-field optical char-
acterization of straight DLSPPW ridges and S bends at tele-
communication wavelengths.
The waveguide dimensions, i.e., ridge height and width,
are deduced by simultaneously considering mode confine-
ment and propagation loss, while retaining the demand of
single mode DLSPPWs. It is advantageous to choose a ridge
as high as allowed by the single mode condition, as both
lateral confinement and propagation length increases with
ridge height true only for ridges higher than 300 nm.13
Decreasing the ridge width initially has the effect of squeez-
ing the field laterally, thereby achieving better mode confine-
ment. However, at a certain width the field can no longer be
confined to the ridge and spreads out into the surrounding air.
At telecommunication wavelengths, these considerations led
to the determined optimum ridge height h=600 nm and
width w=500 nm.13
The investigated sample consists of poly-methyl-
methacrylate PMMA ridges nr=1.493 deposited on a
50-nm-thick gold film by utilizing deep ultraviolet lithogra-
phy. A thin glass substrate supports the metal film and the
dielectric waveguides.
A funnel structure has been designed and realized in or-
der to efficiently couple the SPPs excited at the gold-air in-
terface by total internal reflection into bound DLSPPW
modes. Moreover, close to the waveguide, this tapering
structure may screen the propagation of the incident gold-air
interface SPPs. Four tapering dimensions have been realized
in order to determine the optimum structure for coupling
SPPs into DLSPPW modes Fig. 1a. In the four designs,
the initial funnel width is kept constant 10 m and the
length is varied from 10 to 25 m by steps of 5 m, thereby
varying funnel angles. The width of the fabricated
waveguides has been investigated by scanning electron mi-
croscopy SEM and found to be w500 nm Fig. 1b. An
atomic force microscope AFM has determined the height
of the ridges to be h550 nm Figs. 1c and 1d. The
measured waveguide characteristics are in good agreement
with the targeted optimum values. Furthermore, the dielectric
waveguides are generally found to be of high quality with
only very small variations in width and height.
To characterize DLSPPW components at telecommuni-
cation wavelengths, the experimental setup consists of a
scanning near-field optical microscope SNOM where SPPs
are excited at the gold-air interface in the Kretschmann-
Raether configuration.2 Once the sample is placed in the
SNOM setup, an immersion oil matches the index betweenaElectronic mail: holmgaard@nano.aau.dk.
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the prism and the sample substrate. Using a lensed fiber, an
incident Gaussian beam is focused on the gold film to a spot
size of 15 m. The adjustment of the incident angle is
performed by minimizing the reflected signal recorded with a
charge-coupled device camera. An uncoated etched fiber tip
is scanned over the sample by means of a feedback loop,
yielding both topographic and near-field optical images of
the investigated area. SPPs are excited outside the funnel at
the gold-air interface and propagate from top to bottom in
the reported near-field images.
The DLSPPW block with four tapering designs Fig.
1a has been investigated in order to determine the in-
coupling efficiency of the different funnel dimensions Fig.
2. The funnels show increasing in-coupling efficiency with
decreasing funnel angle, and the scattering of SPPs at the
tapering-waveguide transition is clearly weaker in the 10
25 m funnel Fig. 2a as compared to the 1010 m
funnel Fig. 2d. Thus, the longest and smoothest transition
from tapering region to waveguide is found to be desirable.
Straight DLSPPWs have been investigated at the tele-
communication wavelength =1550 nm Fig. 3. The topog-
raphy recorded with the fiber tip shows a smooth transition
from the tapering region to the waveguide region, revealing
only very small irregularities in the waveguide structure Fig.
3a. The image of the recorded near-field optical signal
shows a highly confined DLSPPW mode Fig. 3b. The
cross section of the optical signal perpendicular to the wave-
guide yields a full width at half maximum of 706 nm. Fur-
thermore, it confirms that the tapering region, in addition to
launching DLSPPW modes, also reduces SPP propagation
along the gold-air interface close to the waveguide Fig.
3c. An averaged profile of the optical signal taken along
the ridge reveals a 1e propagation length of 39 m, deter-
mined from an exponential fit to the profile Fig. 3d. This
value is lower than the propagation length of 50 m, ex-
pected from the numerical results,13 however, the discrep-
ancy can be partly explained by radiation losses into the
substrate due to the thin metal film, and scattering losses
from small roughnesses in the dielectric ridge and gold sur-
face, which were not included in the calculations. Other ex-
planations for the discrepancy include statistical errors intro-
duced in the exponential fit and possible variations of the
permittivity of the gold film, caused by the deposition pro-
cess. The absence of mode beating confirms that the DL-
SPPW indeed is single mode as expected from theoretical
predictions.13
The confinement of the DLSPPW modes has been inves-
tigated by characterizing S bends with different displace-
ments Fig. 4. The recorded topographies show S bends re-
sulting in a waveguide displacement of 5 m Fig. 4b and
10 m Fig. 4d over a distance of 10 m. In the case of
the small S bend, characterized with the smallest curvature
radius Rmin3.95 m, no significant bend loss can be ob-
served from the optical image Fig. 4c, and the strong
scattering and back reflection at the termination of the wave-
guide Fig. 4g also imply low bend and propagation
losses. From Figs. 4c and 4e, it is clear that the size of the
excitation spot 15 m is large enough to cause SPPs
propagating parallel to the DLSPPW at the gold-air interface,
which then scatters off the DLSPPW bend. This could, how-
FIG. 1. Color online a Microscope image of a block with four
waveguides with in coupling funnel of different dimensions. b SEM image
of the termination region of a straight waveguide, revealing a waveguide
width of 500 nm. c AFM image of the tapering region and d cross
section of the AFM image revealing a waveguide height of 550 nm.
FIG. 2. Color online Near-field optical images of the tapering region for
four different dimensions of the funnel in coupling at the free space excita-
tion wavelength =1520 nm. a 1025 m funnel, b 1020 m fun-
nel, c 1015 m funnel, and d 1010 m funnel.
FIG. 3. Color online Near-field optical measurements of a straight DL-
SPPW with a 1025 m in coupling funnel. a and b Topographical
and near-field optical signal images, respectively, for =1550 nm. c Cross
section of the optical image perpendicular to the waveguide and d aver-
aged profile of the near-field optical signal recorded along the waveguide.
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ever, be avoided either by placing funnels adjacent to the one
used for in coupling, as was the case with the straight
waveguides Fig. 1a, or by decreasing the spot size to
funnel width ratio. The large bend reveals some radiation
effects at the bends due to the very small radius of curvature
Rmin2.48 m of this bend Fig. 4e. Although some
radiation losses occur, waveguiding can still be observed af-
ter the S bend, indicating very strong confinement of the
DLSPPW modes.
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated, that it is pos-
sible to achieve strong mode confinement of SPPs at tele-
communication wavelengths by utilizing 550-nm-high and
500-nm-wide dielectric ridges deposited on a thin gold
film as waveguides. The use of a funnel structure for efficient
in coupling of SPPs excited at the gold-air interface into
DLSPPW modes is found advantageous, also because it re-
duces the propagation of SPPs at the gold-air interface adja-
cent to the waveguide. In addition to this, two S bends with
different radii of curvature have been characterized, and it is
found that a 5 m displacement over a distance of 10 m
gives rise to very low radiation losses, confirming the strong
confinement of the DLSPPW mode.
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The excitation of surface plasmon-polariton SPP waveguide modes in subwavelength dielectric ridges
deposited on a thin gold film has been characterized and optimized at telecommunication wavelengths. The
experimental data on the electromagnetic mode structure obtained using scanning near-field optical microscopy
have been directly compared to full vectorial three-dimensional finite element method simulations. Two exci-
tation geometries have been investigated where SPPs are excited outside or inside the dielectric tapered region
adjoint to the waveguide. The dependence of the efficiency of the SPP guided mode excitation on the taper
opening angle has been measured and modeled. Single-mode guiding and strong lateral mode confinement of
dielectric-loaded SPP waveguide modes have been characterized with the near-field measurements and com-
pared to the effective-index method model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The recent acceleration of the research on photonic com-
ponents based on surface plasmon polaritons SPPs is mo-
tivated by the expectation that plasmonics is able to combine
the asset of optical components, with respect to bandwidth,
and the asset of electronic components, with respect to
size.1,2 SPPs are collective oscillations in the surface plasma
of a metal coupled to an optical wave, bound to, and propa-
gating along, the metal-dielectric interface.3,4 In addition to
the signal carrying properties, SPPs have been found useful
for other applications, such as achieving active photonic
functionalities5 and enhanced sensing and detection of
biomolecules,6 all utilizing the strong SPP field confinement
near the metal-dielectric interface. The strong lateral confine-
ment in the direction perpendicular to the SPP propagation is
essential for the development of compact plasmonic circuits
since it ensures smaller bend losses and higher density of
components. It should be noted, however, that strong con-
finement is often achieved by reducing the SPP field in the
dielectric, therefore, with an increase in the propagation loss.
Thus, the choice of optimum waveguide structure often is
subject to a trade-off. In addition to a demand of strong
lateral confinement and low propagation loss, single-mode
guiding by the plasmonic waveguide structures is usually
desired in order to avoid various mode dispersion and inter-
ference effects.
Several metal-dielectric structures have been investigated
for guiding SPPs. Channel SPP waveguides, where lateral
confinement is achieved by fabricating a square or V shaped
groove in a flat metal surface, have been subject to extensive
theoretical and experimental investigations in recent
years.7–11 Rectangular metal stripes, where lateral confine-
ment is achieved by shrinking the lateral extension of a thin
metal film, have been investigated theoretically12–14 and
characterized experimentally.15–17 Lateral SPP confinement
has also been achieved by utilizing nanostructured periodic
variations in the metal surface surrounding the waveguide18
or by using chains of closely spaced metal nanoparticles as
waveguides.19,20
An alternative and technologically simple approach to
achieving SPP waveguiding with strong lateral confinement
is the use of dielectric stripes deposited on a thin metal film,
thereby achieving dielectric-loaded surface plasmon-
polariton DLSPP waveguides DLSPPWs. Such
waveguides rely on the same principle used in conventional
integrated optics, where high-index-contrast waveguides
waveguides with a core refractive index much higher than
that of the surrounding cladding are used to achieve a small
mode size.21 Dielectric optical elements for focusing, reflec-
tion and refraction,22 and DLSPPWs Refs. 23–26 have
been analyzed, fabricated, and characterized at near-infrared
wavelengths. The mode confinement, propagation loss, and
single-mode conditions of DLSPPWs have been analyzed
theoretically by the effective-index method EIM and finite
element method FEM at telecommunication wavelengths,27
as have basic passive plasmonic components such as bends,
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splitters, and directional couplers.28 The excitation and
propagation of DLSPPW modes in straight waveguides and
bends have also recently been reported at telecommunication
wavelengths,29 giving prospect of the realization of compact
plasmonic components based on DLSPPWs. In this paper
different schemes for exciting DLSPPW modes are analyzed
and the mode confinement and propagation loss are charac-
terized at telecommunication wavelengths.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the experi-
mental and theoretical techniques employed in the character-
ization of DLSPPWs are presented and a description of the
investigated sample is given. In Sec. III the results of the
FEM calculations, the EIM calculations, and scanning near-
field optical microscope SNOM characterization are pre-
sented. Finally in Sec. IV a discussion of the obtained results
is given and we offer our conclusions.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
In the characterization of the excitation and propagation
of DLSPPW modes a SNOM imaging system is utilized and
in modeling the FEM and the EIM are applied. After a de-
scription of the sample configuration, a brief introduction to
the methods is presented.
A. Sample configuration
The investigated sample consists of polymethyl-
methacrylate PMMA ridges nr=1.493 lying on an
50 nm thin gold film thermally evaporated on a 170 m
thick glass substrate. The fabrication process is briefly de-
scribed as follows: after the initial substrate cleaning and
gold deposition, a PMMA film was spin coated from 950 K
molecular weight PMMA resist Allresist Gmbh, Ref. AR-P
671.04 and soft baked. Photolithography was performed on
a Süss Microtech MJB4 mask aligner, equipped with UV250
optics, using the vacuum mode, and the resist was finally
developed in methyl-isobutyl-ketone. Due to in coupling
considerations the DLSPPWs are extended by funnel taper-
ing structures Fig. 1a.
Four different in coupling funnels with a fixed width of
10 m and a length varying from 10 to 25 m in steps of
5 m are realized in a DLSPPW block. The optimum wave-
guide dimensions, i.e., ridge height and width, were deduced
by simultaneously considering mode confinement and propa-
gation loss while retaining the demand of single-mode
DLSPPWs.27 Investigation of the sample with a scanning
electron microscope SEM reveals a waveguide width of
w500 nm Fig. 1b. Application of an atomic force mi-
croscope AFM in the investigation of the sample yields a
waveguide height of h550 nm Figs. 1c and 1d. These
waveguide dimensions are found in accordance with the cal-
culated design parameters presented in Ref. 27.
B. SNOM measurements
The experimental setup for near-field characterization of
DLSPPW structures consists of an aperture SNOM operating
in collection mode Fig. 2. The sample under investigation
is placed on a glass prism using index matching immersion
oil. SPPs are excited utilizing two different schemes, but
common for both is that a lensed fiber is used to focus a
p-polarized Gaussian beam to a spot size of 15 m at the
gold surface opposite to the DLSPPW components, thus ex-
citing SPPs by means of the Kretschmann-Raether
configuration.4 An uncoated etched fiber tip is raster scanned
across the sample surface, whereby topographic and near-
field optical images are achieved. In one excitation scheme
SPPs are excited at the gold-air interface 20 m before
the in coupling funnel by matching the lateral component of
the incident wave vector to that of SPPs propagating along,
and bound to, the gold-air interface see Fig. 3. In this con-
figuration the funnels have the effect of coupling the SPPs
into DLSPPW modes by total internal reflection TIR in the
dielectric funnel. Moreover, close to the waveguides these
funnels will screen the propagation of SPPs at the gold-air
interface. In the other excitation scheme DLSPPs are excited
directly in the funnel region by matching the lateral compo-
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FIG. 1. Color online a Microscope image of a DLSPPW
block with four different tapering structures. b SEM image of a
straight section of a waveguide, revealing a waveguide width of
w500 nm. c AFM image of a straight section of a waveguide
and d cross sectional profile of the AFM image revealing a wave-
guide height of h550 nm.
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FIG. 2. The experimental setup of the SNOM imaging system
used to obtain near-field optical images of the DLSPPW structures.
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nent of the incident wave vector to that of SPPs propagating
along, and bound to, the gold-PMMA interface. This is done
by utilizing a high-index prism n=1.73.
C. FEM calculation
Numerical simulation of funnel efficiency is performed
using full three-dimensional 3D FEM calculations, proved
to be very rigorous in simulation of various photonic and
plasmonic structures.27,30,31 This method solves Maxwell’s
equations in frequency domain without any simplifications.
As a refractive index for gold a tabulated value nAu
=0.55–11.5i, taken from Ref. 33, was used. Simulation of
the whole setup including attenuated total reflection ATR
coupling of light into a SPP wave propagating at the metal
surface before the funnel proved too demanding in three di-
mensions in terms of the simulation domain volume. To
overcome this problem, only the essential processes of cou-
pling into the DLSPPW mode using a funnel and its further
propagation are simulated while calculating the SPP wave
fields incident on the funnel analytically. The incident SPP
field distribution at a distance of 1 m before the funnel was
calculated using a standard method of calculating diffracted
fields in optics.32 The laser spot, of Gaussian profile and with
diameter d=10 m, incident at an angle of =40° was
placed at a distance D=15 m from the funnel see Fig. 3.
The phase distribution of the excited SPP wave was de-
rived from the condition of resonant SPP excitation kx
=RekSPP. Thus the following expression for the y compo-
nent of the magnetic field, completely defining the incident
SPP field, appears:
Hyx,y  A0x,yexpi0xKdampx,y,x,y
expix,y,x,ycosdxdy, 1
where
A0x,y = exp− x2/d/2 cos 2 − y2/d/22 2
represents the amplitude distribution of the incident beam,
0x = RekSPPx, 3
its phase distribution,
Kdampx,y,x,y =
exp− x − x2 + y − y2 ImkSPP
4 x − x2 + y − y2
,
4
represents damping of SPP wave due to the radial spreading
and the absorption damping, and
cos = x − x/x − x2 + y − y2 5
represents the cosine of the SPP incident angle.
D. EIM calculation
The EIM is one of the standard methods for mode analy-
sis of optical and SPP waveguides, attractive due to its sim-
plicity and low demand for computational capabilities. The
method is known to yield reasonably accurate results for
DLSPPW modes far from cutoff,27 which is the case for the
DLSPPW modes considered in this work. In the EIM the
two-dimensional cross section of the DLSPPW is considered
and solved for guided modes by consecutively considering
two one-dimensional waveguide structures. In the first step
of the EIM the waveguide geometry is considered to have
infinite lateral extend, thus the problem is reduced to finding
bound modes in a multilayer waveguide. In this step the
waveguide is considered as an air-PMMA-gold-glass struc-
ture, where the air and glass layers are considered semi-
infinite in extend, and the mode p-polarized. In the second
step a three layer structure with infinite vertical extend and
s-polarized fields is considered. The mode effective index
found in the first step is used to represent the middle layer
ridge region, enclosed by two semi-infinite layers with
mode index set to that of a SPP wave at a gold-air interface.
By solving this multilayer structure the mode indexes for
bound SPP modes supported by the DLSPPW geometry are
found.27
III. RESULTS
The DLSPPW block with four different tapering designs
has been characterized by using near-field imaging with a
SNOM in order to determine the efficiency for coupling in
SPPs excited at the bare gold-air interface, i.e., the fraction
of the power of the incident SPP field which is coupled into
a guided DLSPPW mode Figs. 4a and 4b. The same in
coupling structures have also been investigated using the
FEM, where the incident SPP field distribution has been cal-
culated as described in Sec. II C Figs. 4c and 4d.
Both experimental and theoretical results show an in-
crease in the coupling efficiency with increasing funnel
length. Furthermore the characterization shows that the
longer tapers, which have smaller funnel angle, cause less
scattering at the end of the tapering region as the incident
SPP wave hits the dielectric-air boundary under a larger
angle. Thus it experiences TIR not only at the first intersec-
tion with the funnel boundary, as is the case with the shortest
funnel. In both experimental and simulation field maps, os-
cillations in the field intensity can be observed along both
taper and waveguide. By analyzing the modes existing in the
funnel particularly their effective indexes, defining the inter-
FIG. 3. Color online Schematic drawing illustrating the calcu-
lation of the incident SPP field distribution used in the 3D FEM
calculations.
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ference period it was found that the oscillations in the FEM
and SNOM images can be explained by the interference be-
tween the fundamental TM00 mode, excited when the SPP
hits the taper, and freely propagating waves, part of which
also propagate inside the taper before spreading out in the
process of diffraction. A detailed analysis of the coupling
efficiency performed with the FEM reveals that the effi-
ciency initially increases with funnel length until reaching a
level where the increase in efficiency, due to better focusing,
is balanced by the increased loss caused by longer propaga-
tion through the funnel Fig. 4e. For the shortest taper the
losses are found to be caused by SPPs escaping through the
sides of the funnel, accounting for 50% loss, SPP scatter-
ing through the top of the funnel, accounting for 15%, and
absorption losses from propagation through the funnel, ac-
counting for 10%, while a smaller fraction is lost due to
reflection from the initial funnel boundary and excitation of
freely propagating waves in the ridge waveguide. For longer
funnels the fraction lost due to propagation increases and the
losses due to scattering through the sides of the funnel and
excitation of freely propagating waves in the ridge decreases,
whereas the other loss factors are more or less constant. It is
logical that with further taper length increase the propagation
loss becomes dominant and the performance of the taper will
be decreasing. Thus the optimal value of the taper length is
estimated to be 20 m.
In the determination of the coupling efficiency great care
has been taken to eliminate influence of the oscillations
along the waveguide, which can be observed in Figs. 4c
and 4d. By analyzing the interference pattern along the
waveguide it was possible to derive only the desired SPP
signal, which was then used to evaluate the coupling effi-
ciency. The oscillations in the coupling efficiency as a func-
tion of funnel length Fig. 4e are found to be primarily
caused by the propagating waves in the funnel, which are
diffracted at the end of the taper and thus couple to the SPP
mode in the waveguide. This contribution will interfere with
the main one originating from the TM00 mode in the funnel
and produce the oscillations observed in the coupling effi-
ciency. Depending with which phase difference these SPP
and propagating waves in the taper arrive at the taper end, a
different result of interference of the SPP waveguide modes
produced from each of them occurs. Moreover, the periodic-
ity of the phase difference of the taper SPP and light modes
are given by their interference in the taper 3.5 m. The
same periodicity is observed in the coupling efficiency,
which confirms this explanation.
The method of excitation of SPPs at the gold-air interface
and subsequent coupling into bound DLSPPW modes is at-
tractive due to its simplicity; however, it has some apparent
disadvantages, which become clear when considering pro-
files of the near-field optical images Fig. 5. An averaged
cross-sectional profile of the near-field optical image taken at
the straight waveguide section just after the tapering region
see Fig. 5c reveals that a strongly confined DLSPPW
mode indeed is excited; however, it is also apparent that
scattered light from the funnel along with copropagating
SPPs at the gold-air interface not screened by the funnel
result in a large degree of background. This is undesired and
a potential problem when realizing plasmonic components
such as bends and splitters, where the waveguide is dis-
placed, as the copropagating fields will scatter off the
waveguides.29 A profile of the near-field optical image taken
parallel to the waveguide, through the funnel and the wave-
guide, shows that the DLSPP field is damped when propa-
gating through the funnel as the effect of propagation loss is
larger than the focusing effect of the funnel Fig. 5d. The
oscillations that can be observed are caused by interference
between the TM00 mode and propagating modes as discussed
above.
The alternative excitation scheme, where DLSPP modes
are excited directly in the tapering structure, is attractive as it
is expected that no copropagating SPP fields at the gold-air
interface are excited due to the much higher effective index
of the dielectric funnel region. This is indeed observed by
SNOM characterization of a 1025 m2 funnel Fig. 6.
An averaged cross-sectional profile of the near-field opti-
cal image taken at the straight waveguide section just after
the end of the funnel shows a highly confined DLSPPW
mode with no copropagating SPPs at the gold-air interface
and almost no apparent scattering originating from the end of
the funnel Fig. 6c. A profile of the near-field optical signal
taken parallel to the waveguide shows a strong buildup of the
DLSPP mode in the tapering region Fig. 6d. This effect is
strongly opposed to that observed in the other excitation
method Fig. 5d and is caused by several factors all con-
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FIG. 4. Color online Near-field optical images of the tapering region of the DLSPPWs at the free space excitation wavelength 
=1550 nm. a and c SNOM and FEM images, respectively, of a 1025 m2 funnel. b and d SNOM and FEM images, respec-
tively, of a 1010 m2 funnel. e Coupling efficiency as a function of taper length, calculated using the FEM, where the incident SPP field
is kept identical for all funnel lengths. The reconstructed SPP power flow at the beginning of the straight waveguide section is normalized
to the power flow incident on the funnel, thus obtaining the coupling efficiency. The images in a–d share the scale shown in a.
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tributing to a stronger optical signal toward the end of the
tapering region. First the excitation of SPPs by the attenuated
TIR method causes a strong initial increase in SPP intensity,
as the propagation loss initially has a small effect. Second
the tapering structure has a focusing effect toward the funnel
end due to TIR of DLSPPs, which will also result in a stron-
ger optical signal toward the funnel end. Finally the imaging
process further enhances this trend as near-field optical
modes with lower effective indexes are picked up more
strongly with the tapered fiber, and as the mode effective
index of a dielectric ridge decreases with width this also
contributes to a stronger optical signal toward the funnel end.
Due to the strong excitation of DLSPPWs without causing
copropagating SPPs and scattering of SPPs, this excitation
scheme is found highly attractive and superior to the previ-
ously described excitation method and has thus been used in
the achievement of the results presented in the rest of the
paper.
The propagation and confinement of DLSPPW modes in
straight waveguides have been characterized by considering
a waveguide section 50 m after the tapering region using
SNOM imaging at the free space excitation wavelength 
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FIG. 5. Color online SNOM images of a
1025 m2 funnel in coupling, where SPPs are
excited at the gold-air interface outside the taper-
ing region in the area to the left of the funnel,
not shown in the images, for the free space ex-
citation wavelength =1550 nm. a and b
Topographical and near-field optical images, re-
spectively, obtained with the SNOM imaging sys-
tem. c Averaged cross sectional profile of the
near-field optical image taken at the straight
waveguide section just after the end of the funnel.
d Averaged profile of the near-field optical im-
age taken parallel with the waveguide, through
the funnel and waveguide regions.
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z FIG. 6. Color online SNOM images of a
1025 m2 funnel in coupling, where SPPs are
excited at the gold-PMMA interface inside the
tapering region, for the free space excitation
wavelength =1550 nm. a and b Topo-
graphical and near-field optical images, respec-
tively, obtained with the SNOM. c Averaged
cross-sectional profile of the near-field optical
image taken at the straight waveguide section just
after the end of the funnel. d Averaged profile of
the near-field optical image taken parallel with
the waveguide through the funnel and waveguide
regions.
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=1550 nm Figs. 7a and 7c. The near-field optical image
shows a strongly confined DLSPPW mode, and the absence
of mode beating confirms that the designed DLSPPW struc-
ture indeed only supports a single TM mode. The mode
width is investigated by making an averaged cross-sectional
profile of the near-field optical signal, revealing a full width
at half maximum FWHM of 743 nm Fig. 7e, indicat-
ing subwavelength confinement. The waveguide termination
region has also been investigated by using SNOM imaging,
and it is found that even after propagation over more than
100 m a strong DLSPPW signal exists as can be ob-
served from the strong scattering at the waveguide termina-
tion Figs. 7b and 7d. An interference pattern can be
observed in the near-field optical signal, and by considering a
profile taken along the waveguide the interference period is
found to be 	700 nm Fig. 7f. This interference pattern
is thus found to be caused by interference between the for-
ward propagating DLSPPW TM00 mode with mode effec-
tive index Neff1.21 EIM calculations at =1550 nm
yields Neff=1.22 and a backward propagating light wave
with effective index close to 1. The origin of the backward
propagating light wave is the waveguide termination, where
the DLSPPW mode is scattered from. No significant back
reflection of the DLSPPW mode inside the ridge for the ter-
mination is expected due to the, in this respect, relatively
small difference in mode effective index between the
DLSPPW mode and a SPP at the gold-air interface and the
fact that the termination of the dielectric ridge is not com-
pletely abrupt. This is supported from FEM simulations of a
DLSPPW termination, where the reflectivity has been esti-
mated to be 5%.
The propagation loss in the fabricated DLSPPWs has
been investigated by using near-field imaging with a SNOM
to characterize a straight waveguide section at different
wavelengths in the telecommunication range Fig. 8. From
EIM calculations the DLSPPWs are expected to show simi-
lar properties at the investigated telecommunication wave-
lengths, however, with an increase in propagation length
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straight DLSPPW section and a waveguide termi-
nation, recorded at the free space excitation
wavelength =1550 nm. a and c Topo-
graphical and near-field optical images, respec-
tively, of a straight DLSPPW section. b and
d Topographical and near-field optical images,
respectively, of a waveguide termination. e
Cross sectional profile of the near-field optical
image in c yielding a FWHM of 743 nm. f
Profile of the near-field optical image in d taken
parallel with the waveguide, revealing an interfer-
ence pattern with a period of 	700 nm.
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FIG. 8. Color online SNOM
images of a straight waveguide at
different free space excitation
wavelengths. a Topographic im-
age, b near-field optical image
for =1425 nm, where the propa-
gation length is determined to L
=46 m, c near-field optical
image for =1525 nm, where L
=52 m, and d near-field opti-
cal image for =1625 nm, where
L=65 m. e and f Mode ef-
fective index and propagation
length, respectively, as a function
of wavelength, calculated by uti-
lizing the EIM fully drawn line
and measured with the SNOM
squares Ref. 33.
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with increasing wavelength, at the expense of poorer mode
confinement lower mode effective index Figs. 8e and
8f. This trend is confirmed from contemplation of the ob-
tained near-field optical images, where an exponential fit to
an averaged profile taken along the waveguide yields propa-
gation lengths of L=46 m, L=52 m, and L=65 m at
the free space excitation wavelengths =1425 nm, 
=1525 nm, and =1625 nm, respectively Figs. 8b–8d.
It is observed that the measured propagation lengths in all
cases are longer than those expected from the EIM calcula-
tions conducted for the DLSPPWs having the designed ridge
width and height. This can be caused by several effects,
where the most likely are found to be discrepancy in wave-
guide dimensions, e.g., smaller waveguide width than de-
signed or a slightly trapezoidal shape of the waveguide,
which can result in quite large deviations in propagation
length.27 Another possible cause could be discrepancy be-
tween the actual gold refractive index and that used in the
EIM calculations.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The excitation and propagation of DLSPPW modes have
been characterized at telecommunication wavelengths by uti-
lizing calculations made with the FEM and the EIM and by
near-field measurements with a SNOM. The performance of
different funnel shaped tapering structures for coupling into
DLSPPW modes, utilizing the Kretschmann-Raether con-
figuration, has been investigated, and it was found that fun-
nels with smaller opening angle, i.e., larger length to width
ratio, proved better for in coupling. By analysis of field in-
tensity maps obtained by numerical simulations with FEM
and by near-field optical measurements with a SNOM it is
found that the larger incident angle to the dielectric funnel
boundary results in less scattering and better focusing toward
the funnel end, thus resulting in stronger coupling into bound
DLSPPW modes. This results in an increasing coupling effi-
ciency with funnel length, until a certain length of 20 m,
where the propagation loss through the funnel becomes
dominant, thereby decreasing the efficiency. Two different
excitation schemes, one where SPPs are excited at the bare
gold-air interface and coupled into DLSPPW modes using
the funnel and other where DLSPPs are excited directly in
the dielectric funnel by using a high-index prism, were char-
acterized by using near-field imaging with a SNOM. The
second method is found superior, as it avoids excitation of
copropagating SPPs at the gold-air interface, and as it mini-
mizes scattering of SPPs off the funnel.
A straight waveguide section has been characterized with
a SNOM imaging system in order to evaluate the mode con-
finement and propagation loss. The obtained images con-
firmed the expectation of single-mode propagation, as no
mode beatings could be observed. A cross sectional profile of
a near-field optical image obtained for =1550 nm showed
a strong lateral confinement with a FWHM of 743 nm.
The mode effective index of the bound DLSPPW mode has
been evaluated by contemplation of the waveguide termina-
tion where the forward propagating DLSPPW mode inter-
feres with a backward propagating light wave originating
from scattering at the waveguide termination. The mode ef-
fective index has been evaluated to be Neff1.21 for 
=1550 nm, in very good agreement with the EIM calculated
index of Neff=1.22. The propagation lengths, measured at the
telecommunication wavelengths =1425 nm, =1525 nm,
and =1625 nm by making an exponential fit to near-field
optical images obtained with a SNOM, showed an increase
with wavelength expected from theoretical investigations.
The measured propagation lengths are longer than those ex-
pected from the EIM calculations, which is found to be a
result of slightly differing waveguide dimensions and pos-
sible variations in the gold refractive indexes from those
used in EIM calculations.
In conclusion we have demonstrated efficient excitation
of DLSPPW modes with low background noise, single-mode
propagation, strong confinement, and reasonably low propa-
gation loss, all issues which are crucial for realizing efficient
plasmonic components. We conduct further investigations in
this area.
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Abstract: The design, fabrication, characterization, and modeling of
basic building blocks of plasmonic circuitry based on dielectric-loaded
surface polariton waveguides, such as bends, splitters, and Mach-Zehnder
interferometers are presented. The plasmonic components are realized
by depositing subwavelength dielectric ridges on a smooth gold film
using mass-production-compatible UV-photolithography. The near-field
characterization at telecommunication wavelengths shows the strong mode
confinement and low radiation and bend losses. The performance of the
devices is found in good agreement with results obtained by full vectorial
three-dimensional finite element simulations.
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1. Introduction
Photonic components based on surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) have attracted great inter-
est in recent years due to the enticing promise of realizing compact optical circuits with high
bandwidths. SPPs, being electromagnetic light waves coupled to collective oscillations in the
surface plasma of a metal, are bound to, and propagate along, a metal-dielectric interface. SPPs
feature a strong confinement in the direction perpendicular to the metal-dielectric interface
due to the exponential field decay away from the interface [1]. They open the possibility of
combining the asset of electronics, with respect to size, and photonics, with respect to band-
width [2, 3, 4]. A key design parameter for realization plasmonic, i.e. SPP-based, components
is thus to obtain strong lateral confinement (strong confinement is essential for lower bend
losses and higher densities of components) while preserving single-mode operation and keep-
ing propagation losses low. By utilizing nanostructured sub-wavelength-sized metal surfaces,
confinement of the SPPs below the diffraction limit is possible [5, 6, 7]. One of the most promis-
ing approaches for achieving strong lateral confinement of the SPP fields, simultaneously with
relatively low propagation loss, is to utilize V-grooves milled in an otherwise smooth metal
surface [8, 9, 10]. This method, however, currently requires complex fabrication techniques us-
ing ion-beam milling not applicable for large-scale industrial applications. Another approach
for achieving lateral confinement is to employ dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides (DLSPPWs),
comprised of dielectric ridges deposited on a smooth gold film [11, 12, 13]. By carefully de-
signing the width and height of the ridges, single-mode propagation and very strong lateral
confinement can be achieved with this technology [14, 15, 16, 17]. This promising approach
is naturally compatible with different dielectrics and can easily be adapted for industrial fab-
rication using UV lithography [18]. Here we report the design, fabrication, characterization
and modeling of DLSPPW based subwavelength components operating at telecommunication
wavelengths.
A metal-dielectric interface is known to support the SPP propagation characterized with the
propagation constant β determined by the corresponding dielectric constants, ε m and εd , and
light wavelength λ : β = (2π/λ )[εdεm/(εd + εm)]0.5 [1]. The real part of β can be related to
the SPP effective refractive index, i.e., Ne f f = (λ/2π)Re(β ), implying that the presence of a
dielectric layer on the top of a metal surface results in a higher SPP index as compared to a
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metal-air interface. Dielectric ridges deposited on the metal surface, known as DLSPPWs [14],
can thereby guide SPP modes similarly to conventional dielectric waveguides known in fiber
and integrated optics. Comprehensive analysis and simulations conducted for telecommunica-
tion wavelengths have shown that, for typical dielectrics with the refractive index of ∼ 1.5, the
optimum ridge parameters are ∼ 500 nm of width and ∼ 600 nm of height [14]. Numerical
simulations [15, 17] and experimental investigations [11, 18] of DLSPPW components con-
firmed that DLSPPWs with these parameters are suitable for achieving relatively low bend and
propagation losses at telecom wavelengths. We have also demonstrated the possibility of large-
scale printing of DLSPPWs with UV lithography [18] rather than writing point-by-point with
electron-beam [12, 13] or by using two-photon polymerization lithography [11].
In the present work, we introduce and investigate in detail the operation of basic build-
ing blocks of integrated optical circuits: S-bends (i.e., curved bends connecting two parallel
waveguides offset with respect to each other), Y-splitters which are composed of two mirrored
S-bends and Mach-Zehnder interferometers realized by combining two parallel waveguide sec-
tions with two mirrored Y-splitters. All waveguide structures were fabricated using deep UV
lithography (wavelength of ∼ 250 nm) with a mask aligner in the vacuum contact mode and a
∼ 550-nm-thick layer of poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) resist spin-coated on a 60-nm-thin
gold film, which was supported by a thin glass substrate. Typically, the width of the produced
waveguides, inspected with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), was close to 500 nm ensuring
the single-mode (and close to optimum) DLSPPW operation [14]. The performance of the fab-
ricated components was characterized using a collection scanning near-field optical microscope
(SNOM) having an uncoated fiber tip used as a probe, and an arrangement for SPP excitation
(at λ = 1,500−1,620 nm) in the Kretschmann-Raether configuration [1], as described in detail
elsewhere [18]. All waveguide structures were connected to funnel structures [Fig. 1(a)] facil-
itating efficient excitation of the DLSPPW mode [18]. However, in contrast with the previous
experiments [11, 18], the DLSPPW mode was excited directly inside the taper [Fig. 1(b) and
(c)] by matching the excitation angle (in total internal reflection configuration). This resulted in
that the recorded SNOM images were of high quality, being practically free from background
associated with SPP waves propagating along uncoated areas of the sample (cf. Fig. 1 of this
manuscript and Fig. 4 from Ref. [18]).
2. S-bends
The design of S-bends was based on sine curves [19], allowing for continuous bend curva-
ture and thereby adiabatic modification of the DLSPPW mode throughout the bend. Using the
SNOM, we characterized several 10-μm-long S-bends with different offsets d, ranging from 2
to 15 μm, and observed for small offsets (d ≤ 5 μm) excellent performance [Fig. 1(d) and (e)]
that gradually deteriorated with the offset increase due to the radiation (into SPP waves) out of
the bend [Fig. 1(f) and (g)]. However, even the S-bend with the largest offset (d = 15 μm), and
the smallest curvature radius of 1.95 μm, transmitted a noticeable amount of DLSPPW mode
radiation [Fig. 1(h) and (i)] confirming the strong confinement of the DLSPPW mode.
Bend transmission data (Fig. 2) has been calculated using full vectorial three-dimensional
finite element method (3D-FEM) numerical simulations and obtained directly from the SNOM
images by averaging the optical signal over a few micro-meters just before and after the S-
bend (see Fig. 1(d)). The calculated and measured transmission values were found in good
agreement with each other [Fig. 2], and this agreement is also observed in the optical images
when comparing the field intensity distributions obtained with the 3D-FEM simulations (see
insets in Fig. 2) with the near-field images obtained with the SNOM [Fig. 1]. Note that the
transmission shown in Fig. 2 reflects not only the pure bend loss (due to the mode radiation
out of the bend) but also the DLSPPW mode propagation loss (due to absorption in gold)
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Fig. 1. Plasmonic tapers and S-bends: (a) SEM image of a taper waveguide structure com-
prising a 10-μm-long S-bend with an offset of 10 μm; (b) topographical and (c) near-field
optical (λ = 1,550 nm) images of the SPP excitation in the taper region and coupling into
the single-mode waveguide; (d) topographical and (e) near-field optical (λ = 1,550 nm)
images of the SPP mode propagation in a 10-μm-long S-bend with an offset of 5 μm (note
the out-coupling of the SPP waveguide mode into a free-propagating and diverging SPP
wave at the waveguide termination). [(f) and (g)] As (d) and (e) but for a waveguide offset
of 10 μm. [(h) and (i)] As (f) and (g) but for a waveguide offset of 15 μm.
accumulated over the length of 10-μm-long S-bends. Given the DLSPPW propagation length
(whether it being∼ 47 μm as found with the 3D-FEM simulations or∼ 50 μm as obtained from
the SNOM images), the pure bend loss is found very small (< 10%) for d ≤ 3 μm, whereas it
constitutes the main loss contribution for d > 6 μm.
3. Y-splitters
The performance of 10-μm-long Y-splitters was studied in a similar manner by carrying out the
SNOM characterization of Y-splitters fabricated with different arm separations ranging from 3
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Fig. 2. S-bend transmission dependence on the offset distance between the arms for the 10-
μm-long S-bends (λ = 1,550 nm) determined experimentally from SNOM images (similar
to those shown in Fig. 1) and by modeling with 3D-FEM simulations. Insets show calcu-
lated intensity distributions in two S-bends with different offsets that should be compared to
the optical images shown in Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(i). The error bars are obtained from single
measurements and, thus, represent the uncertainty in each measurement due to variations
in the optical signal.
to 30 μm [Fig. 3]. It is found that the Y-splitters feature pronounced rounding (∼ 300-nm-
radius) of the junction area (inset in Fig. 3(b) and (c)) due to limited resolution of the UV-
lithography technique used for their fabrication. Such a rounding prevents adiabatic separation
of the waveguides and introduces a mismatch between the incoming mode field (into the junc-
tion area) and the field of outgoing modes in the waveguide branches, resulting thereby in a
transmission loss due to radiation out of the junction as SPP waves propagating in the forward
direction on the smooth surface [Fig. 3(c), (e), and (g)]. The occurrence of this radiation along
with its influence on the Y-splitter transmission was further verified with the 3D-FEM simu-
lations [Fig. 4]. Simulation of Y-splitters with a 300-nm-radius rounding of the junction area
(derived from the SEM image shown as inset in Fig. 3(b) and (c)) shows a ∼ 20% decrease
in transmission related to the adiabatic splitters, which is in good agreement with the experi-
mentally obtained values. Note that the transmission of adiabatic Y-splitters is expected to be
very close to that of the corresponding S-bends (cf. Fig. 2 and Fig. 4), impelling one to im-
prove on the resolution in DLSPPW fabrication, e.g. by exploiting optical proximity correction
techniques.
4. Mach-Zehnder interferometers
Upon having achieved efficient splitting of DLSPPW modes, a natural step is to realize a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer composed of a Y-splitter followed by two parallel waveguides sections,
which are recombined by a mirrored Y-splitter. A 45-μm-long Mach-Zehnder interferometer
with an arm separation of 3 μm, consisting of two 10-μm-long Y-splitters and a 25 μm straight
waveguide section, has been fabricated and characterized [Fig. 5]. The path lengths of the two
waveguide arms are identical as the fabricated Mach-Zehnder interferometer is symmetrical,
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Fig. 3. Plasmonic Y-splitters composed of two mirrored S-bends: (a) SEM image of a taper
waveguide structure comprising a 10-μm-long Y-splitter with the arm separation of 10 μm;
(b) topographical and (c) near-field optical (λ = 1,550 nm) images of the Y-splitter shown
in (a) along with an inset showing an SEM image of the junction area. [(d) and (e)] As (b)
and (c) but for the arm separation of 20 μm. [(f) and (g)] As (d) and (e) but for the arm
separation of 30 μm.
and thus constructive interference is expected and indeed observed [Fig. 5(b)], upon recom-
bination of the SPP modes in the two waveguide arms. With an arm length of  ∼ 45 μm
and λ = 1,550 nm, the change in effective index of one arm needed for a switch to complete
extinction is ΔNe f f = λ/(2)∼ 1.72×10−2, which is achievable, e.g., by utilizing thermo-optic
effects. The transmission through the 45-μm-long Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been eval-
uated to ∼ 20 %. Due to the overall length of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer the losses are
largely dominated by the DLSPPW mode propagation loss accounting for ∼ 74 % of the total
loss. The fabricated Mach-Zehnder interferometer demonstrates efficient splitting and recom-
bination of the DLSPPW modes as expected from the consideration of Y-splitters above. Fur-
thermore, the near-field optical image confirms the strong lateral confinement of the DLSPPW
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Fig. 4. Transmission of 10-μm-long Y-splitters (λ = 1,550 nm) as a function of arm sep-
aration determined experimentally from the SNOM images similar to the ones shown in
Fig. 3 and by modeling with 3D-FEM simulations. Insets show the calculated intensity dis-
tributions in 10-μm-wide Y-splitters having adiabatic arm separation and 300-nm-radius
rounding of the junction area respectively (the latter should be compared to the optical
image in Fig. 3(c)).
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Fig. 5. Mach-Zehnder interferometer with an arm separation of 3 μm: (a) topographical
and (b) near-field optical (λ = 1,550 nm) images, respectively. The SPP mode propagates
from left to right.
mode as no mode beating between the parallel waveguides sections is observed [Fig. 5(b)],
since the cross-talk is small for 3 μm separation between the waveguides [15, 17].
5. Conclusion
Using industrially compatible large-scale UV-lithography-based fabrication and exploiting the
principles of DLSPPW-based plasmonic technology, we have realized compact and low-loss
S-bends, Y-splitters and Mach-Zehnder interferometers. The performance of the fabricated pas-
(C) 2008 OSA 1 September 2008 / Vol. 16,  No. 18 / OPTICS EXPRESS  13591
sive plasmonic components has been investigated by applying a SNOM imaging system oper-
ating at telecommunication wavelengths, and an excellent correspondence to simulated results,
obtained by using the 3D-FEM, has been found. Overall, the SNOM investigations showed that
all fabricated basic DLSPPW components, S-bends and Y-splitters, performed as expected in
the whole range of laser tunability, exhibiting single-mode and well-confined guiding with the
loss level close to calculated, demonstrating thereby robustness to small variations in structural
parameters. The pure bend loss of the fabricated S-bends is found very small for small displace-
ments (d≤ 5 μm), but dominates the loss contribution for larger displacements. SNOM imaging
of Y-splitters demonstrates the realization of a 50/50 splitting of the DLSPPW mode, however,
the fabricated Y-splitters exhibit a rounding of the junction area, with a resulting additional
radiation loss as compared to an adiabatical split of the waveguide. Thus, the performance of
the considered structures could be further improved by perfecting the fabrication (e.g., by using
optical proximity correction techniques). The investigated 45 μm-long Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer, in addition, demonstrates efficient recombination of two DLSPPW modes, yielding a
total transmission of ∼ 20 %, which can be improved by reducing the overall length of the in-
terferometer (if allowed by the desired functionality), as∼ 74 % of the loss is caused by Ohmic
absorption losses during SPP propagation.
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Fabrication, characterization, and modeling of waveguide-ring resonators and in-line Bragg
gratings for wavelength selection in the telecommunication range are reported utilizing
dielectric-loaded surface plasmon-polariton waveguides. The devices were fabricated by depositing
subwavelength-sized polymer ridges on a smooth gold film using industrially compatible large-scale
UV photolithography. We demonstrate efficient and compact wavelength-selective filters, including
waveguide-ring resonators with an insertion loss of 2 dB and a footprint of only 150 m2
featuring narrow bandwidth 20 nm and high contrast 13 dB features in the transmission
spectrum. The performance of the components is found in good agreement with the results obtained
by full vectorial three-dimensional finite element simulations. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3078235
Surface plasmon polaritons SPPs, being light waves
coupled to free electron oscillations in metals,1,2 can be lat-
erally confined below the diffraction limit using subwave-
length metal structures.2–7 Plasmonic components open an
enticing perspective of combining high operational band-
width of photonic components with subwavelength dimen-
sions of SPP waveguides.6,7 Recently developed dielectric-
loaded SPP waveguides DLSPPWs, utilizing high effective
indices of SPP modes guided by dielectric ridges on smooth
metal films,8–13 represent an attractive alternative to other
plasmonic technologies by virtue of being naturally compat-
ible with different dielectrics and industrial fabrication using
UV lithography.14,15 Preliminary investigations indicated that
DLSPPW-based components feature relatively low bend and
propagation losses14,15 but their potential for wavelength se-
lection, a crucial functionality for any photonic circuit, has
so far not been explored.
Here we report on the investigation of main wavelength-
selective DLSPPW components such as waveguide-ring
resonators WRRs and in-line Bragg gratings BGs ex-
ploited for wavelength selection in the telecommunication
range.
All devices were fabricated using deep-UV lithography
wavelength of 250 nm with a Süss Microtech MJB4
mask aligner in the vacuum contact mode and a
550-nm-thick layer of polymethyl-methacrylate PMMA
resist spin coated on a 60-nm-thin gold film, which was sup-
ported by a thin glass substrate. Typically, the width of the
produced waveguides, inspected with scanning electron mi-
croscopy SEM, was close to 500 nm ensuring the single
mode and close to optimum DLSPPW operation.10 The
performance of the fabricated components was characterized
using a collection scanning near-field optical microscope
SNOM having an uncoated fiber tip used as a probe and
an arrangement for SPP excitation =1500–1620 nm in
the Kretschmann configuration,1 as described in detail
elsewhere.14,15 All waveguide structures were connected to
funnel structures Fig. 1a, facilitating efficient excitation
of the DLSPPW mode,16 with the further improvement in the
DLSPPW mode, was excited directly inside the taper by
matching the excitation angle under total internal reflec-
tion, resulting in SNOM images of high quality.16
The first wavelength-selective components to be studied
were WRRs designed to have 5-m-radius rings separated
by different gaps from straight DLSPPWs Fig. 1a. Using
the SNOM imaging it was found that while the WRRs with
the gaps the minimum distance between the edge of the
waveguide and the edge of the ring Fig. 1b designed,
having the widths g2.53 and 1.53 m, did not exhibit
noticeable ring-DLSPPW mode excitation, the WRR with
the gap g0.53 m Fig. 1b featured very efficient ring
excitation and well-pronounced wavelength-dependent
behavior Figs. 1d–1g. The SEM image of the g
0.53 m WRR reveals that the gap is not completely re-
solved as some residual PMMA resistance still exists in the
gap Fig. 1b, which is likely to cause slightly more cou-
pling to the ring than expected for that gap size. Note that the
WRR transmission Fig. 1h was evaluated using the input
and output waveguide cross sections separated by 10 m
Fig. 1c, a propagation length that alone introduces 20%
of loss as estimated from the DLSPPW propagation length of
50 m.
In general, the WRR transmission is expected to be pe-
riodic with respect to the phase accumulated by the ring-
DLSPPW mode per circulation and can be described with the
following expression:17aElectronic mail: holmgaard@nano.aau.dk.
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T = exp− l/LSP
2 + t2 − 2t cos 
1 + 2t2 − 2t cos 
, 1
where = 2 /neff2R. The first factor in Eq. 1 re-
flects the power loss incurred by the propagation over the
distance l=10 m related to the DLSPPW propagation
length LSP50 m.  is the mode propagation and bend
loss in the ring, t is the mode transmission through the cou-
pling region in the straight waveguide,17  is the light wave-
length in air, R is the ring radius, and neff is the DLSPPW
effective index, whose dispersion has to be taken into ac-
count. When fitting the experimental data Fig. 1h, we
used the calculated10 mode dispersion resulting in neff
1.61−0.25m, finding other parameters to be at 
0.55, t0.7, and R5.43 m. Note that the fitted mode
loss in the ring  implies that the bend loss amounted to
0.36 dB / rad was indeed relatively small as expected. Fi-
nally, it is seen that the investigated WRR features nearly
complete extinction reaching 13 dB at 1590 nm with a
20-nm bandwidth, showing thereby much better perfor-
mance than the channel plasmon polariton CPP-based
WRRs of the same size.18
Full three-dimensional finite element 3D-FEM simula-
tions of the WRR transmission using the ring radius R and
ring-waveguide gap g as fitting parameters are presented in
Fig. 1h. It is seen that the WRR transmission calculated for
R0=5486 nm and g0=250 nm, being close to the analytic
fit, reproduces well the experimental features. More impor-
tantly, the simulations predict the observed trend of increas-
ing the contrast with wavelength much better than the fit by
virtue of taking consistently into account the DLSPPW dis-
persion influencing the phase delay, insertion loss, and cou-
pling strength. Note that the positions of the minima are very
sensitive to the ring radius, whereas their level is strongly
influenced by the gap width controlling the coupling
strength, indicating the tolerance level in the WRR design
and fabrication.
Wavelength selection can also be realized with diffrac-
tion gratings, e.g., by using in-line BG-based filters well
known in integrated optics and introduced recently for long
range SPP waveguides.19,20 We made use of the dependence
of DLSPPW mode index on the dielectric ridge width,10 and
fabricated 600-nm-period step-in-width from 500 nm to
2 m BGs with 300-nm-long intervals between wide BG
sections and containing different number of periods: N=10,
20, 30, and 50. The DLSPPW mode index variation was
estimated10 between 1.2 and 1.4 at 1.55 m, so that
the BG transmission minimum was expected at 2nav
=1.56 m  and nav being the grating period and average
DLSPPW mode index. The advantage of this design is that
the BG fabrication does not require additional processing as,
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FIG. 2. Color online Plasmonic BG. a Topographical and b–d near-
field optical = b 1500, c 1560, and d 1620 nm SNOM images of an
18-m-long BG with the period of 600 nm along with an inset showing an
SEM image of the BG section. e BG reflection and transmission spectra
determined experimentally from SNOM images similar to b–d.
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FIG. 1. Color online Plasmonic WRR. a Dark-field microscope image of
fabricated WRRs with different gaps. b SEM image along with c topo-
graphical, and d–g near-field optical = d 1530, e 1550, f 1570,
and g 1590 nm SNOM images of the investigated WRR. h Transmission
WRR spectra determined experimentally from SNOM images similar to
d–g using an analytic fit by Eq. 1 and with 3D-FEM simulations for
10-m-long input-to-output propagation marked by lines A and B in c
and for three sets of WRR parameters: ring radius R0=5486 nm and gap
width g0=250 nm, R=5450 nm and g=250 nm, R=5486 nm, and g
=350 nm.
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for example, step-in-depth gratings20. However, UV lithog-
raphy resolution is more critical here than in the above case
of the WRRs because of small-sized 300 nm features
throughout the whole BG length, resulting in more pro-
nounced proximity effects, seen as a rounding of the grat-
ings, affecting the geometry of fabricated BGs see inset in
Fig. 2a. Still, the 30-period BG exhibited well-defined
Bragg reflection and extinction in transmission with the
wavelength interval of 1540–1600 nm Fig. 2. Note that
relatively low transmission levels 0.3 observed outside of
the band gap are partially accounted for by the DLSPPW
mode propagation loss reducing alone the transmission to
0.7. In comparison, the 20-period BG performed similarly
but with considerably weaker Bragg reflection 0.15 and
extinction 0.13, while the 50-period BG featured about
the same Bragg reflection but very low transmission
0.15 at all wavelengths.
The 3D-FEM simulations of BG reflection and transmis-
sion Fig. 3 showed all the main features observed: the well
defined band gap seen in both reflection and transmission
within the range of 1540–1600 nm, the similar reflection for
N=30 and N=50 but lower transmission for the latter, and
the rather weak band-gap effects for N=10. However, the
simulated BG characteristics are much better with respect to
the insertion loss most probably due to weaker out-of-plane
scattering, a circumstance that we attribute to the structural
imperfections.
In conclusion, in using industrially compatible large-
scale UV-lithography-based fabrication and exploiting the
principles of DLSPPW-based plasmonic technology, we have
realized efficient and compact wavelength-selective compo-
nents: WRRs and BGs, operating at telecommunication
wavelengths. In particular, we have demonstrated the WRR
with an insertion loss of 2 dB and a footprint of only
150 m2 602 featuring deep minima with the contrast
of up to 13 dB in its wavelength transmission spectrum
with a bandwidth of 20 nm. Taking into account that this
technology is naturally compatible with different dielectrics,
one can envisage the development of ultracompact plas-
monic components utilizing thermo-, electro-, magneto-,
acousto-, and nonlinear optical effects as well as being inte-
grated with electrical circuits.
This work was supported by EC FP6 STREP PLASMO-
COM. A.V.Z. also acknowledge the financial support from
EPSRC UK.
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Abstract: Using near-field microscopy, the performance of dielectric-
loaded plasmonic waveguide-ring resonators (WRRs) operating at telecom
wavelengths is investigated for various waveguide-ring separations. It is
demonstrated that compact (footprint ∼ 150 μm2) and efficient (extinction
ratio ∼ 13 dB) WRR-based filters can be realized using UV-lithography.
The WRR wavelength responses measured and calculated using the
effective-index method are found in good agreement.
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1. Introduction
In order to develop compact nanophotonic integrated circuits, it is essential to realize vari-
ous individual components with specific functionalities to offer and requirements to meet. A
possible solution for realizing compact integrated nanophotonic circuits is by utilizing surface
plasmon-polaritons (SPPs), which are surface waves in the plasma of a metal coupled to light
waves. SPPs are bound to, and propagate along a metal-dielectric interface, with the fields de-
caying exponentially away from its maximum at the interface [1]. This implies a strong inherent
confinement in the direction perpendicular to the interface, and thus the design task consists of
achieving single-mode waveguides with strong lateral confinement, and propagation loss as low
as possible. Several proposals for plasmonic waveguides and integrated components have been
made, e.g. by using metal stripes embedded in a dielectric [2, 3], SPP band gap structures [4],
chains of metal particles [5], and V-groves cut into an otherwise planar metal surface [6, 7, 8].
An alternative, and technologically simple, approach to achieve ultra-compact plasmonic in-
tegrated components is to utilize dielectric stripes deposited on a smooth metal film as waveg-
uides [9, 10]. This type of waveguides has been thoroughly investigated by utilizing the effec-
tive index method (EIM) and the finite element method (FEM) [11, 12, 13]. Near-field char-
acterization of fabricated dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides (DLSPPWs) has revealed the real-
ization of single-mode waveguides with sub-wavelength confinement and relatively low prop-
agation loss [14, 15]. In addition compact basic plasmonic components such as bends, splitters
and Mach-Zehnder interferometers have been fabricated and characterized, demonstrating ef-
ficient bending, splitting and recombination of DLSPPW modes [16]. Although the metal film
(or stripes) supporting the dielectric ridges greatly enhances the propagation loss (compared
to conventional dielectric waveguides), the presence of metal adjacent to the waveguides is
also one of the greatest virtues of the DLSPPW technology. The main apparent advantage is
in having simultaneously at hand a plasmonic and electrical circuit, whose metal stripes can
be employed, e.g., for heating the dielectric ridges, thereby inducing a thermo-optical effect in
the plasmonic waveguides by changing the refractive index of the ridge. This process is very
efficient since, similarly to the case of thermo-optical components utilizing long-range SPPs
[17, 18], the DLSPPW mode field is maximal at the metal-dielectric interface and thereby at
the heating electrode, unlike in most conventional dielectric waveguides, where the mode power
extends far out in the surrounding cladding and the proximity of electrodes should be avoided
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to minimize the absorption loss. In this manner one can envisage the realization of wavelength
tunable filters, controlled by applying a voltage over the underlying electrodes. As the DL-
SPPW technology is naturally compatible with different dielectrics, the realization of active
plasmonic components utilizing electro-optical, magneto-optical, acousto-optical, or nonlinear
optical effects is furthermore possible. In the present work we report on the design, fabrica-
tion and characterization of passive wavelength-band selective filters based on waveguide-ring
resonators (WRRs), operating in the telecommunication range by utilizing the DLSPPW tech-
nology.
Samples are fabricated by deep UV lithography using a vacuum contact mask aligner with
either a home-made mask or a manufactured commercial mask. The DLSPPW-ring resonators
consist of ∼ 550-nm-high and ∼ 500-nm-wide poly-methyl-methacrylate(PMMA) ridges de-
posited on a 60-nm-thick gold film, which is supported by a thin glass substrate. These waveg-
uide dimensions ensure single-mode propagation and close to optimum lateral mode confine-
ment [11], at telecommunication wavelengths, which imply low bend losses imperative in the
realization of compact WRRs. When preparing the samples for near-field characterization, they
are placed on an equilateral prism using index matching immersion oil. DLSPPW modes are
excited at telecommunication wavelengths by utilizing the Kretschmann-Raether configuration
[1]. By focusing a Gaussian beam on the metal-prism interface opposite the waveguide struc-
tures, at an angle above that of total internal reflection, the lateral component of the incident
wave-vector is matched to the effective mode index of the SPP in the dielectric ridge. In this
particular case, a high-index prism is applied as funnel in-coupling structures (with high mode
effective index), connected to the ridge waveguides, are utilized for more efficient DLSPPW
excitation [Fig. 1(a)]. The near-field characterization is performed using a scanning near-field
optical microscope (SNOM) operating in collection mode. In this setup an etched uncoated
fiber tip is raster scanned across the sample, thus recording the topography and near-field opti-
cal signal as described in detail elsewhere [16, 19].
2. Coupling to ring resonators
The WRRs considered in this work consist of a straight waveguide, extended in one end by a
funnel (used for coupling in SPPs), and a circular resonator placed in proximity of the straight
waveguide to allow for coupling between the two [Fig. 1(a)]. In the design of WRRs one must
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Waveguide-ring resonators with different gaps between the waveg-
uide and the ring. (a) SEM image showing four WRRs with different gap sizes. [(b) and
(c)] Topographical and near-field optical images, respectively of a WRR with a gap of
g 2.5 μm, [(d) and (e)] of a WRR with a gap of g 1.5 μm, and [(f) and (g)] of a WRR
with a gap of g 0.5 μm. The images (b)-(g) share the scale shown in (b), and all near-field
images are recorded for a free-space excitation wavelength of λ = 1550 nm.
carefully consider several parameters impacting the performance. The bandwidth of the WRR
is determined by the radius of the ring resonator along with the wavelength dependent mode
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effective index of the bent waveguide, whereas the extinction ratio (ratio between minimum
and maximum signal output) is determined by the coupling strength to the ring and the atten-
uation due to SPP propagation and bend loss around the ring. In the design of the fabricated
waveguides a fixed ring radius of R = 5 μm has been used, whereas the gap between waveguide
and ring is varied in order to investigate the effect on the extinction ratio. A weak coupling is
expected for waveguide-ring gaps larger than ∼ 0.5 μm due to the very strong mode confine-
ment [12, 15, 19] and short interaction region, which, by SNOM characterization of WRRs with
gaps of g 2.5 μm, g 1.5 μm, and g 0.5 μm, indeed is found to be the case [Fig. 1]. It is
observed that the output signal is clearly damped in the g 0.5 μm WRR [Fig. 1(g)], as com-
pared to the two other WRRs, indicating strong coupling and good resonator performance in
this case. For the WRR with the largest gap (g 2.5 μm) a strongly confined DLSPPW mode
propagates in the straight waveguide without any noticeable change in the interaction region
[Fig. 1(c)]. This is also the case for the g 1.5 μm WRR [Fig. 1(e)], whereas the g 0.5 μm
WRR exhibits strong coupling to the ring resonator [Fig. 1(g)].
A wavelength analysis of the g 0.5 μm gap WRR reveals that the output signal is strongly
modulated with a period of Λ  45 nm [Fig. 2]. Averaged cross sectional profiles of the near-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) WRR with a gap of g 0.5 μm. (a) SEM image of the whole WRR
structure. (b) Topographical image recorded with the SNOM. [(c)-(i)] Near-field optical
images with free-space excitation wavelength varying from 1530 nm to 1590 nm in steps
of 10 nm, which share the scale shown in (b). (j) Averaged cross sectional profile of the
near-field optical images (g) and (i), taken at lines A and B as marked in (b).
field optical signal taken perpendicular to the waveguide before and after the interaction region
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(A and B in Fig. 2(b)) demonstrate the large contrast in output signal between wavelengths
subject to constructive and destructive interference, respectively [Fig. 2(j)]. The near-field char-
acterization of the g 0.5 μm WRR reveals an extinction ratio of ∼ 13 dB, giving promise of
realization of very effective band selective filters. An SEM image of the g  0.5 μm WRR
reveals that the gap is not completely resolved as some residual PMMA resist still exists in the
gap [Fig. 2(a)], which, by perfecting the fabrication, or by using lithography techniques more
advanced than a simple contact mask aligner, is likely to be avoided. The effect of this non-
resolved gap could be larger coupling to the ring than expected, and the effect of this is further
investigated in the following.
3. Transmission through WRRs
In order to further investigate the periodic behavior of the WRR transmission, the measured
transmission values are fitted to an analytical expression for the power transmission taken from
[20]
T = exp
( −l
LSP(λ )
)
α2 + t2−2αt cosθ
1+α2t2−2αt cosθ (1)
where scattering losses at the interaction region have been disregarded.
The first factor reflects the propagation loss from cross section A to B (l = 10 μm).
α = exp(−2πRβ ′′)σ is the field attenuation factor per roundtrip around the ring (β ′′ being
the imaginary part of the propagation constant of the DLSPPW mode and σ being a parameter
accounting for the pure bend loss). t is the field transmission through the interaction region in
the straight waveguide. θ = (2π/λ )Neff(λ )2πR is the phase change around the ring, where λ
is the free space excitation wavelength, and R is the ring radius. In the calculations the wave-
length dependent power propagation length LSP(λ ) and mode effective index Neff(λ ) are taken
from EIM calculations [11]. The fitting parameters are thus the ring radius R, determining the
period of oscillations and position of transmission bands, and the ring bend loss factor σ , and
transmission t determining the amplitude and offset of the oscillations.
By minimizing the total deviation from the measured transmission values a best fit is obtained
for the g  0.5 μm WRR, where R = 5.39 μm, σ = 0.71 (giving α values in the range 0.49
to 0.52 due to the wavelength dependence of LSP), and t = 0.66 [Fig. 3]. The realized ring
radius is close to the designed, and gives a transmission bandwidth of ∼ 20 nm, with a period
of  45 μm. At resonance, i.e., for θ = m2π (m being an integer), Eq. (1) simplifies to
T = exp
( −l
LSP(λ )
)
(α− t)2
(1−αt)2 (2)
implying that critical coupling occurs for α = t. For the g  0.5 μm WRR this is quite close,
and along with the relatively large α and t values, this gives the large extinction ratio of ∼
13 dB. In order to achieve even larger extinction ratios a slight increase in α or decrease in t is
necessary. By decreasing the gap between the waveguide and the ring a larger coupling ratio is
expected, implying a smaller t value, however, the bend loss factor σ is not expected to change
significantly due to unchanged ring radius and waveguide widths in the design.
A WRR with a gap of g  0.3 μm has been designed and fabricated using a second mask,
and by characterization with the SNOM [Figs. 4(a)-(e)] transmission values were obtained
[Fig. 4(f)].
Due to imperfect fabrication, the near-field optical images show more scattering than for the
previous sample, implying that lower transmission values are to be expected as compared to
the g 0.5 μm WRR. This trend is further enhanced due to the expectance of a lower t value,
and by observing Fig. 4(f) this is indeed found to be the case. The best fit to the measured
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Fig. 3. Transmission through the WRR with a gap of g 0.5 μm, measured by taking av-
eraged cross sectional profiles of the optical images at the input A and output B (Fig. 2(b)),
similar to those shown in Fig. 2(j). A fit to the measured transmission values is obtained by
utilizing Eq. (1).
transmission values is found to be for R = 4.90 μm, σ = 0.66 (giving α values in the range
0.47 to 0.50), and t = 0.23, indicating that the coupling change significantly by decreasing the
gap by 200 nm. As expected the bend loss factor is almost unchanged, and the small variation
is likely to be caused by scattering, or simply due to the slightly smaller ring radius of the
fabricated WRR, originating from the second mask used.
On the same sample a WRR with a designed gap of g = 0.0 μm, i.e., intersection between
ring and waveguide, has been realized [Fig. 5]. In this case the coupling mechanism between the
waveguide and the ring differs significantly, as the geometry in the interaction region resembles
that of a double-width waveguide instead of two closely spaced waveguides. This double width
waveguide is split into two arms, one continuing straight and one bending off as part of the
ring resonator, by means of a Y-splitter like separation, which implies that a scattering loss in
the intersection region is to be expected [16]. Due to the non-symmetric splitting of the double
width waveguide a significantly smaller fraction of the mode power will be coupled to the
ring resonator as this requires a change in wavevector in the intersection region. This implies
that although the gap size is the smallest of the investigated WRRs a smaller coupling (larger
transmission) is expected due to the different coupling mechanism. From the obtained near-
field optical images [Fig. 5(b)-(e)] it is apparent the the coupling to the ring is much weaker
than for the other investigated WRRs, and that the Y-splitting separation of the waveguide in the
interaction region gives rise to a scattering loss. As the WRR is fabricated using the same mask
as the g 0.3 μm WRR, similar ring characteristics are expected, which is confirmed as the best
fit to the measured transmission values is found to be R = 4.89 μm, σ = 0.65 (giving α values
in the range 0.47 to 0.49), and t = 0.79. The larger transmission implies a higher throughput,
but lower extinction ratio, relative to the g 0.5 μm WRR, as apparent from Eq. (2).
4. Conclusion
Compact wavelength selective waveguide-ring resonators have been designed and fabricated
by using large-scale compatible UV lithography to deposit PMMA ridges on a smooth gold
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Transmission of a WRR with a gap of g 0.3 μm. (a) Topographical
image recorded with the SNOM. [(b)-(e)] Near-field optical images of the WRR for the
wavelengths λ = 1520 nm, λ = 1550 nm, λ = 1570 nm, and λ = 1600 nm, respectively.
(f) Measured WRR transmission along with an analytical fit obtained from Eq. (1).
surface. Characterization of the fabricated WRRs with a SNOM imaging system, at telecom-
munication wavelengths, shows a strong coupling to the ring resonator for waveguide-ring gaps
smaller than ∼ 0.5 μm, whereas gap sizes larger than ∼ 1.5 μm does not give rise to any no-
ticeable coupling to the ring resonator. Near-field characterization of a g 0.5 μm WRR with
a designed ring radius of R = 5 μm reveals an extinction ratio of ∼ 13 dB and transmission
bandwidth of ∼ 20 nm, giving promise of realization of very effective band selective filters
based on DLSPPWs. Characterization of a g  0.3 μm WRR reveals a much stronger cou-
pling to the ring resulting in lower transmission values and smaller extinction ratio, whereas a
g 0.0 μm WRR, i.e., waveguide-ring intersection, shows weak coupling due to the change in
coupling mechanism. A good correspondence is found between measured transmission values
and values obtained from an analytical expression for the transmission. This expression ex-
plains the features of each WRR well, with regard to coupling to the ring and attenuation in
the resonator, and can thus be used in the design of WRRs to obtain the desired bandwidth and
extinction ratio.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Transmission of a WRR with a gap of g  0.0 μm, i.e., intersection
between waveguide and ring. (a) Topographical image recorded with the SNOM. [(b)-(e)]
Near-field optical images for the wavelengths λ = 1510 nm, λ = 1530 nm, λ = 1550 nm,
and λ = 1570 nm, respectively. (f) Measured and fitted WRR transmission.
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We consider wavelength-selective splitting of radiation using directional couplers (DCs) formed by dielectric-
loaded surface-plasmon-polariton waveguides (DLSPPWs). The DCs were fabricated by depositing sub-
wavelength-sized polymer ridges on a gold film using large-scale UV photolithography and characterized at
telecommunications wavelengths with near-field microscopy. We demonstrate a DLSPPW-based 45-m-long
DC comprising 3 m offset S bends and 25-m-long parallel waveguides that changes from the “through”
state at 1500 nm to 3 dB splitting at 1600 nm, and show that a 50.5-m-long DC should enable complete
separation of the radiation channels at 1400 and 1620 nm. The DC performance is found to be in good agree-
ment with full vectorial three-dimensional finite-element simulations. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 240.6680, 130.3120, 130.5460.
Surface-plasmon polaritons (SPPs), light waves
coupled to free-electron oscillations in metal [1], can
be laterally confined below the diffraction limit using
subwavelength metal structures [2]. Plasmonic com-
ponents open an appealing perspective of combining
the high operational bandwidth of photonic compo-
nents with the subwavelength dimensions of SPP
waveguides [1,2]. Recently developed dielectric-
loaded SPP waveguides (DLSPPWs), utilizing high
effective indexes of SPP modes guided by dielectric
ridges on smooth metal films [3–7], represent an at-
tractive alternative to other plasmonic technologies
by virtue of being naturally compatible with different
dielectrics and large-scale industrial fabrication us-
ing UV lithography [8–10]. Preliminary investiga-
tions indicated that DLSPPW-based components fea-
ture relatively low bend and propagation losses
[9,10], but their potential for wavelength selection, a
crucial functionality for any photonic circuit, has so
far not been explored.
Wavelength-selective plasmonic components gener-
ally feature more complicated geometry [2], thereby
imposing additional requirements to the accuracy of
fabrication. In our case, one should also bear in mind
a (diffraction) limited resolution of UV lithography
[9] employed for the DLSPPW fabrication. Taking
into account a rather good performance of recently
investigated DLSPPW-based S bends [9], we suggest
making use of wavelength-dependent behavior of di-
rectional couplers (DCs) [11] for the selection and
spatial separation of radiation channels at different
wavelengths. Note that the wavelength dispersion of
directional coupling using DLSPPWs has not been
considered in previous publications [6,7]. Here we re-
port on the fabrication, characterization, and model-
ing of DLSPPW-based wavelength-selective DCs op-
erating at telecommunication wavelengths.
All waveguide structures were fabricated using
deep UV lithography (wavelength of 250 nm) with
a Süss Microtech MJB4 mask aligner in the vacuum
contact mode and a 550 nm thick layer of poly-
methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) resist spin coated on a
60 nm thin gold film, which was supported by a thin
glass substrate. Typically, the width of the produced
waveguides, inspected with scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM), was close to 500 nm ensuring the single-
mode (and close to optimum) DLSPPW operation [5].
The performance of the fabricated components was
characterized using a scanning near-field optical mi-
croscope (SNOM), operating in collection mode with
an uncoated fiber tip used as a probe, and an ar-
rangement for SPP excitation (at =1500–1620 nm)
in the Kretschmann–Raether configuration, as de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [10]. All waveguide struc-
tures were connected to funnel structures [Fig. 1(a)],
facilitating efficient excitation of the DLSPPW mode
[8], with the further improvement in that the
DLSPPW mode was excited directly inside the taper
by matching the excitation angle (under total inter-
nal reflection), resulting in SNOM images of high
quality [9,10]. We found that all structures exhibited
the DLSPPW propagation length of 50 m, slightly
increasing with the wavelength [10].
Several DLSPPW-based 45-m-long DCs, compris-
ing 3 m offset, 10-m-long (input and output) S
bends, having different center-to-center separations,
S=800, 900, and 1000 nm, between 25-m-long par-
allel waveguides were fabricated and characterized
with the SNOM at different wavelengths (Fig. 1). It
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was observed that the coupling length lc (i.e., the in-
teraction length needed to completely transfer the
power from one waveguide to another) depends
strongly on the separation [Figs. 1(c) and 1(e)] and
varies noticeably with the wavelength, influencing
the power level in the output waveguides [Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d)]. At the same time, the total DC transmis-
sion evaluated using the input and output waveguide
cross sections (separated by L=45 m) is practically
wavelength independent maintaining the level of
0.23, a value that is consistent with the loss in-
curred by 25-m-long propagation 40%  and two S
bends (35% per bend) [9]. One can thereby conclude
that the performance of the fabricated DCs is not de-
graded owing to fabrication errors, an important cir-
cumstance that is achieved because the DC design
does not contain critical elements requiring high-
resolution lithography.
To get further insight into the DLSPPW-based DC
operation, we conducted full three-dimensional
finite-element method (3D-FEM) simulations of the
DC operation [6] that allowed us to retrieve the cou-
pling length dispersion. It is seen that the simulation
results agree well with the experimental values ob-
tained directly from the SNOM images (Fig. 2). This
dispersion was used to calculate the normalized out-
put signals, i.e., straight Ts and cross Tc transmis-
sions, with only one waveguide being excited at the
input,
Ts,c = Tbend2 exp− LpLSPcos2sin2 Li2lc , 1
where the first factor reflects the S-bend transmis-
sion, the second one reflects the power loss incurred
by the propagation through the section of parallel
waveguides (of length Lp), and Li denotes the effec-
tive interaction length; typically, LiLp due to the
additional mode coupling in the S bends [11]. Using
the already known parameters, Tbend0.65 (evalu-
ated using the available experimental data [9]), Lp
=25 m and lc for S=1000 nm (Fig. 2), we found
that the interaction length Li34 m results in good
agreement (Fig. 3) between the calculated [Eq. (1)]
output signals and the values obtained from SNOM
images, similar to those shown in Fig. 1. Using the
obtained results one can design a DC structure that
would ensure spatial separation of radiation corre-
sponding to different bands used in optical telecom-
munications. For example, an increase of the length
of parallel section by 5.5 m for the DC with
S=1000 nm would enable spatial separation of the
wavelengths of 1400 and 1620 nm (belonging to E
and L bands) as seen from the calculations using Eq.
(1) with Lp=30.5 m and Li39.5 m (Fig. 3).
In conclusion, we have considered the usage of DC
wavelength dispersion for the selection and spatial
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Scanning electron microscope im-
age of the fabricated DC showing the funnel structure fa-
cilitating the DLSPPW excitation. (b) Topographical and
(c)–(e) near-field optical [= c 1500, (d) 1620, and (e)
1500 nm] SNOM images of 45 m long DCs with the sepa-
rations (b)–(d) S=1000 nm along with an inset showing
SEM image of the coupling region and (e) S=900 nm.
Fig. 2. (Color online) DC coupling length evaluated for dif-
ferent wavelengths and separations directly from SNOM
images similar to those shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e) and calcu-
lated with 3D-FEM simulations.
Fig. 3. (Color online) DC output signals normalized with
respect to the input when exciting only one waveguide, de-
termined experimentally from SNOM images similar to
those shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e) and calculated using Eq. (1)
and the DC coupling length dispersion shown in
Fig. 2.
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separation of radiation channels at different wave-
lengths. Using industrially compatible large-scale
UV-lithography-based fabrication and exploiting the
principles of DLSPPW-based plasmonic technology,
we have fabricated and characterized wavelength-
selective DCs operating at telecommunications wave-
lengths. We have demonstrated a DLSPPW-based
45-m-long DC comprising 3 m offset S bends and
25-m-long parallel waveguides that changes from
the through state at 1500 nm to 3 dB splitting at
1600 nm and have shown that a 50.5-m-long DC
should enable complete separation of the radiation
channels at 1400 and 1620 nm (belonging to E and L
bands). The performance of the considered structures
could be further improved by fine tuning the DC pa-
rameters so as to achieve overall optimization (e.g.,
with the 3D-FEM simulations) with respect to the
wavelength selection and insertion loss. Taking into
account the fact that this technology is naturally
compatible with different dielectrics, one can envis-
age the development of ultracompact plasmonic com-
ponents utilizing thermo-optical, electro-optical,
magneto-optical, acousto-optical, and nonlinear opti-
cal effects as well as being integrated with electrical
circuits.
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Design and characterization of dielectric-loaded
plasmonic directional couplers
Tobias Holmgaard, Zhuo Chen, Sergey I. Bozhevolnyi, Laurent Markey, and Alain Dereux
Abstract—Ultra-compact directional couplers (DCs), based on
dielectric-loaded surface plasmon-polariton waveguides (DLSP-
PWs) are analyzed using the effective index method (EIM) with
the coupling both in the parallel interaction region and in-
and out-coupling regions being taken into account. Near-field
characterization of fabricated DCs performed with a scanning
near-field optical microscope verifies the applicability of the
EIM in the analysis and design of DLSPPW-based wavelength
selective DCs. The design approach applicable to a large vari-
ety of integrated optical waveguides is developed enabling the
realization of DCs, in which optical signals at two different
wavelengths are coupled into two separate output channels. The
developed approach ensures minimization of the cross-talk and
overall DC length via simultaneous adjustment of the waveguide
separation and length of the interaction region. As an example,
the design of a DLSPPW-based DC for complete separation of
telecommunication signals at the wavelengths λ = 1400 nm and
λ = 1600 nm between two output channels separated by 6 µm
is worked out resulting in the total device length of 52.3 µm.
In addition, the design of an ultra-compact DLSPPW-based DC
waveguide crossing that ensures a very low cross-talk over a large
wavelength band in the telecommunication range is considered.
Index Terms—Directional couplers, dielectric-loaded waveg-
uides, surface plasmons, integrated optics devices
I. INTRODUCTION
THE recent intensification of the research in nanophotonicsis, among other things, motivated by the expectation
of realizing compact nanophotonic integrated circuits, where
the asset of electronics, with regard to component size, is
combined with the asset of photonics, with regard to opera-
tional bandwidth. In order to realize compact devices, several
essential components are necessary, among which are single-
mode waveguides with strong confinement, waveguide bends
and splitters, waveguide crossings, and wavelength selective
components for filtering and separation of wavelengths. Such
wavelength selective components are essential in the realiza-
tion of demultiplexing components and could be based on, e.g.,
waveguide-ring resonators (WRRs) or directional couplers
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(DCs). Some of the most promising technologies to achieve
compact nanophotonic circuits are based on plasmonics, i.e.,
surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). SPPs are collective waves in
the surface plasma of a metal coupled to light waves [1], [2].
The SPPs are transverse magnetic in nature, are bound to, and
propagate along the interface between a metal and a dielectric,
with a field maximum right at the interface, and an exponential
decay away from it. SPPs typically penetrate in the order of
tens of nanometers in the metal, and hundreds of nanometers
in the dielectric, and thus feature a strong intrinsic confinement
in the direction perpendicular to the metal-dielectric inter-
face [3]. When designing plasmonic waveguides it is thus
important to achieve a strong lateral confinement in order
to minimize radiation losses when bending the waveguide,
and to maximize the integration of plasmonic components.
Due to the metal involved, another challenge in the design
is to minimize the propagation losses, while retaining the
demand of single-mode propagation and strong confinement.
Several different plasmonic waveguide structures seeking to
obey these demands have been proposed and investigated in
the recent years, among which are V shaped and rectangular
grooves in an otherwise smooth metal film [4], [5], [6], thin
metal stripes embedded in a dielectric [7], [8], and chains of
closely spaced metal nanoparticles [9], [10]. The possibility of
realizing wavelength dependent components and in particular
directional coupling with these types of plasmonic waveguides
has also recently been investigated by several research groups
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].
Another promising, and technologically simple, approach to
achieve strong lateral confinement with plasmonic waveguides
is to utilize dielectric ridges deposited on a smooth metal
film as high-index contrast waveguides [20], [21]. This type
of plasmonic waveguides are attractive due to the fabrication
method, which is compatible with large scale industry lithog-
raphy, and the versatility offered by the choice of dielectric
used as the ridge guides. Extensive theoretical [22], [23],
[24], [25] and experimental [26], [27], [28] research have con-
firmed the promise of realizing single-mode waveguides with
strong confinement, compact bends, splitters, and wavelength
selective components such as Bragg filters and WRRs [29],
[30], and in addition to this, DCs have also been fabricated
and characterized [31], [32]. However, it still remains to be
seen how DCs can be utilized to obtain physical separation
of two wavelengths, needed for realizing a demultiplexer,
and to achieve low cross-talk waveguide crossings. In this
work we present effective index method (EIM) calculations of
DLSPPW based DCs along with scanning near-field optical
microscope (SNOM) measurements performed on fabricated
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DCs, which verify the validity of the EIM in the analysis of
the DCs. Furthermore, approaches for designing DCs capable
of physically separating two specific wavelengths and DCs
which offer the possibility of crossing two waveguides are
proposed, and application examples are presented.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the DLSPPW
structure is introduced, the DC layout is presented, and a
description of the EIM used in the analysis and design of DCs
is given. In Sec. III a brief description of the experimental
setup for performing near-field measurements is given, and
results obtained from near-field optical images of fabricated
DCs are compared to EIM calculations. In Sec. IV a DC design
approach is introduced, and design examples are given based
on the DLSPPW technology. In Sec. V a discussion of the
obtained results is presented and we offer our conclusions.
II. EIM CALCULATIONS
In guided-wave photonics there are generally two ap-
proaches to analyze DCs. The coupled-mode approach, where
the presence of a second identical waveguide is included by
considering it a perturbation to the unperturbed field profiles
associated with a mode incident in the first waveguide, and
the super-mode approach, where the phase difference between
the two modes supported by the entire structure is considered.
The coupled-mode approach has the advantage of being com-
putationally simple, however, since the field profiles used in
the calculation of the coupling are those of two waveguides
in isolation, they are approximations valid for weak coupling
only, i.e., large separation between the waveguides [33]. This
is not the case for the plasmonic DCs considered in this work,
and thus the super-mode approach is applied in the following.
The DCs investigated in this work basically consists of four
sections, being the DLSPPW mode excitation region, in the
form of a funnel, an in-coupling S-bend bringing the two
waveguides into close proximity, a parallel interaction region,
and an out-coupling S-bend separating the two waveguides
again [Fig. 1(a)]. In the notation used throughout, the initial
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Fig. 1. DC layout and design parameters. (a) DC layout consisting of a funnel
used for exciting DLSPPWs in the experiments, an S-bend ”in-coupling”
region, a parallel interaction section where the waveguide modes overlap, and
an S-bend ”out-coupling” region. (b) Cross-sectional view of the DC at the
interaction region, where the center-to-center separation of the two waveguides
is S0. (c) Cross-sectional profile of the EIM calculated symmetric (Neff+) and
anti-symmetric (Neff-) DLSPPW modes supported by the DC structure.
and final center-to-center separation of the two waveguides
is 2d0 + S0, the separation at the parallel section is S0, the
length of the parallel section is Lp, and the length of the S-
bends is xs. The S-bends are based on cosine curves, where
the center-to-center separation is given as
S(x) = S0 + d0
[
1 + cos
(
πx
xs
)]
, (1)
in the case of the in-coupling S-bend (x = 0 at the begin-
ning of the bend). The DLSPPWs consists of a rectangular
dielectric ridge of height h, width w, and refractive index n2
deposited on a metal film of refractive index n3, and bound
by air, n1, above [Fig. 1(b)].
The EIM has previously proved to be accurate and reli-
able in the description of straight DLSPPWs and DLSPPW
components [22], [27], [30] and is thus expected to describe
the behavior of DLSPPW based DCs well. In the EIM the
problem of finding eigenmodes in a two dimensional geom-
etry is reduced to consecutively solving two one-dimensional
eigenmode problems, which can be done straightforwardly
with a multilayer waveguide solver. When considering DCs,
the first step in the EIM calculation is to find the mode
effective index of a three layer air-dielectric-metal geometry
with infinite height of the air and metal layer, and height h of
the dielectric layer, corresponding to setting w ∼ ∞. In this
calculation p-polarized modes are assumed, corresponding to
SPP modes. The mode effective index found in this calculation
is then used to represent the two waveguide regions of width
w in the second step. Outside these regions the mode effective
index of a SPP propagating along a smooth metal film with
air above is used. This five layer geometry is then solved
for s-polarized modes, and a symmetric (Neff+) and anti-
symmetric (Neff-) mode is found [Fig. 1(c)]. These two modes
are orthogonal and uncoupled, thus if the propagation losses
are ignored, the only effect on the modes due to propagation
over a distance L, is the phase shift
φ± = k0Neff±L =
2π
λ
Neff±L, (2)
where λ is the vacuum wavelength. When the accumulated
phase difference between the two modes ∆φ = φ+ − φ−
reaches a value of π the mode power has shifted completely
from one waveguide to the other. The length corresponding to
this shift is denoted the coupling length Lc and can be found
as
∆φ =
2π
λ
∆NeffLc = π ⇒ Lc = λ2∆Neff . (3)
Where ∆Neff = Neff+−Neff-. Thus knowing the dependencies
of the effective indexes of the symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes on, e.g., wavelength and waveguide separation, one can
analyze the coupling properties of the DC.
In the EIM calculations gold is used for the metal film,
which is considered optically thick, with the complex refrac-
tive index taken from [34]. The dielectric used is polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) with refractive index n2 = 1.493,
h = 600 nm, and w = 500 nm, which are found to be
the optimum dimensions at telecommunication wavelengths
[22]. By varying the gap between the two waveguides in the
calculation, a dependence on S0 can be established [Fig. 2].
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Coupling length and phase change in S-bend
dependence on final waveguide separation (S0) calculated utilizing the EIM.
In the calculations the waveguide dimensions h = 600 nm and w = 500
nm are assumed. In the phase change calculation the S-bend parameters
d0 = 3 µm and xs = 10 µm are used.
For a DC where the two waveguides are brought into contact
with one another, i.e., S0 = w, a very short coupling length
with weak dependence on wavelength is expected as most
of the mode power is concentrated inside the double width
waveguide. However, in general the coupling lengths are
expected to be larger for shorter wavelengths due to the
better confinement to the ridge, and thus less coupling to
an adjacent ridge. An increase in S0 increases the coupling
length exponentially, as the DLSPPW mode fields decrease
exponentially outside the ridge. These trends are confirmed in
the EIM calculations of the coupling length [Fig. 2].
When extending the calculations to considering coupling
between the two waveguides in the S-bends, with non-uniform
separation between the waveguides, a slightly modified ap-
proach is needed. In order to find the phase change due to
coupling in the S-bend, a dependence of the coupling constant
κ, given as
κ =
π
2Lc
=
π∆Neff
λ
, (4)
on the separation S(x) must be established by means of the
EIM. As the coupling length shows an exponential dependence
on S, so does κ, and by fitting the EIM results of κ, the
analytical expression
κ(S) = A exp(BS) (5)
can be established, with A and B being wavelength dependent
factors. Using this, and the expression for the waveguide
separation throughout the S-bend given by Eq. 1, the phase
change due to an S-bend can be found as
∆φs = 2
∫ xs
0
κ (S(x)) dx. (6)
Solving this equation, using the S-bend parameters d0 = 3 µm
and xs = 10 µm (used in the fabricated DC samples),
confirms that the coupling increases with wavelength, but
decreases exponentially with S0 [Fig. 2] as was the case in the
parallel section. The results clearly illustrate the importance of
including the coupling between the waveguides in the in- and
out-coupling S-bends, particularly for small S0 values.
Once established, the analytical approach to finding the
phase change due to the S-bends, can easily by adapted to
different S-bend parameters. Finding the phase change for
several different initial separations S(0) = 2d0 + S0 ranging
from barely decoupled [23] waveguides (S(0) = 2.5 µm) to
large separation (S(0) = 12.5 µm) illustrates the importance
in choice of initial waveguide offset values (d0) [Fig. 3].
As expected from the above results, the coupling in the S-
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Phase change in S-bend dependence on S0 for different
initial waveguide offset values of the S-bend (d0), calculated at the wavelength
λ = 1500 nm.
bend has an exponential dependence on initial waveguide
separation. The large influence of the S-bend on the total
device performance is clearly illustrated by contemplating the
case when S0 = 500 nm and d0 = 1 µm, where ∆φs ' 2.6
corresponding to a ∼ 90% shift of mode energy to the cross
arm (a complete shift corresponds to ∆φ = π).
By being able to describe the coupling in the parallel
interaction region and in the in- and out-coupling S-bends, one
is able to analyze the performance of the whole DC device and
thus being able to describe the influence of the wavelength,
the initial separation, the separation in the parallel section, and
the length of the parallel section. The total accumulated phase
difference can be calculated as
∆φtot = 2∆φs + π
Lp
Lc
, (7)
where the first term is related to the two S-bends and the
second term to the parallel section.
III. NEAR-FIELD CHARACTERIZATION
In order to validate the applicability of the EIM in the
analysis of DLSPPW based DCs, the above results are com-
pared to results obtained from fabricated DC structures, by
application of a SNOM. The samples are fabricated using
deep-UV lithography, at a wavelength of 250 nm, with a
Süss Microtech MJB4 mask aligner in the vacuum contact
mode. A layer of PMMA resist is spin coated on a thin gold
film (t ' 60 nm) deposited on a supporting glass substrate,
and the structures are written using a commercially fabricated
mask. The height of the DLSPPWs, as investigated with an
atomic force microscope (AFM) is found to be h ' 550
nm, and the width, as investigated with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM), found to be w ' 500nm, which ensures
close to optimum performance [22]. The thickness of the
gold film is chosen in order to allow for DLSPPW excitation
from below, using the Kretschmann-Raether configuration [2],
while keeping the propagation losses, due to radiation back
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into the glass substrate, as low as possible. By depositing the
sample substrate on a high-index prism using index matching
immersion oil, and focusing a Gaussian beam to a spot size
of ∼ 15 µm on the bottom interface of the gold film, just
below the excitation funnel [Fig. 1(a)], the mode index of
DLSPPs in the funnel is matched. Topographical and near-
field optical images of the fabricated DCs are collected using
a SNOM, operating in collection mode, by raster scanning a
tapered uncoated fiber tip across the sample surface.
The DC structures are fabricated using the S-bend param-
eters d0 = 3 µm and xs = 10 µm while varying S0. The
length of the parallel section is kept constant Lp = 25 µm. The
recorded topographical images confirms the fabrication of DCs
of high quality with a very low degree of defects [Fig. 4(a)],
and the near-field optical images shows the coupling between
the straight (the one excited) and cross arm [Fig. 4(b)-(e)]. The
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Coupling length dependence on wavelength and
waveguide separation. (a) Topographical (S0 = 1000 nm) and [(b)-(e)] near-
field optical (at λ = 1550 nm) images of DCs measured with a SNOM. (b)
S0 = 800 nm, (c) S0 = 900 nm, (d) S0 = 1000 nm, and (e) S0 = 1100
nm. (f) Coupling length as a function of wavelength measured with the
SNOM (squares) along with EIM calculated dependence (lines) fitted to the
measurements by slight adjustment of S0.
propagation losses observed in the near-field optical images
are found in good correspondence to previous observations of
DLSPPW structures exhibiting the mode propagation length
of ∼ 50 µm [27]. The rapid increase in coupling length
with separation is clearly observed in the recorded near-field
images, and by performing a wavelength scan of each of the
DCs, the dispersion with respect to wavelength can be found.
By determining the coupling lengths from profiles of the near-
field optical images, and finding the best fit of EIM calculated
curves (fitting S0) it is observed that the EIM describes the
behavior of the DCs with regard to separation and wavelength
well [Fig. 4(f)].
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Near-field investigation and EIM calculation of number
of beatings in DCs with different waveguide separations. (a) Topographical
(S0 = 1000 nm) and near-field optical [(b)-(e)] images of DCs measured
with a SNOM. (b) S0 = 800 nm and λ = 1500 nm, (c) S0 = 800 nm and
λ = 1600 nm, (d) S0 = 1000 nm and λ = 1500 nm, and (e) S0 = 1000 nm
and λ = 1600 nm. (f) Cross-sectional profiles of the near-field optical images
(b)-(e) taken at the DC output, i.e., after the separation of the waveguides. (g)
EIM calculation (lines) of the total number of beatings throughout the DCs
(including the two S-bends) as a function of wavelength, with parameters
identical to those used in the design of the fabricated sample. The four cases
investigated with the SNOM shown in the near-field images (b)-(e) are marked
with crosses.
Observing the performance of one of the fabricated DCs
with S0 = 800 nm, by contemplation of the near-field images
at two different wavelengths λ = 1500 nm [Fig. 5(b)] and
λ = 1600 nm [Fig. 5(c)], shows that although the coupling
is different at the two wavelengths, the output of the DC is
more or less identical [Fig. 5(f)]. Note that the bright spot at
the output of the straight arm is caused by scatting due to
a defect, which occurred during near-field investigation. This
performance is in strong contrast to the performance of another
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of the fabricated DCs with S0 = 1000 nm. In this case close
to all of the mode power is transmitted through the straight
arm at λ = 1500 nm [Fig. 5(d)], whereas a 50/50 splitting
occurs at λ = 1600 nm [Fig. 5(e)], which is clearly illustrated
by the cross-sectional profiles at the DC output [Fig. 5(f)].
Inclusion of the S-bends in the EIM calculation enables the
calculation of the total number of beatings throughout the
whole DC, which can easily be compared to the near-field
optical images, and explain the above observation. The total
number of beatings is found by using Eq. 7 to calculate the
total phase change in the DC, and dividing by π [Fig. 5(g)].
An even number of beatings means transmission trough the
straight arm, whereas an odd number of beatings results in
transmission through the cross arm. From the EIM results it
is clear that the S0 = 800 nm curve intersects 4 beatings
at λ = 1550 nm, i.e., in the middle of the band bound by
λ = 1500 nm and λ = 1600 nm, and thus here transmits
all mode power in the straight arm (see Fig. 4(b)). In the
case of the S0 = 1000 nm DC, however, the curve intersects
2 beatings right at λ = 1500. This clearly demonstrates
need for careful design, when applying DCs for physical
separation of different wavelengths, as the the output from
the S0 = 800 nm DC is the same at λ = 1500 nm and
λ = 1600 nm. In addition the results presented in Fig. 5 show a
good correspondence between EIM calculations and the results
obtained by performing SNOM measurements on fabricated
DC structures, thus confirming that the EIM is applicable in
the analysis of DCs based on DLSPPWs.
IV. DESIGN
Having established a valid method for analysis of DLSPPW
based DCs enables design of different components necessary
in the realization of compact photonic circuits. Two essential
features in photonic circuits are wavelength selection, e.g.,
separating two wavelengths, and low cross-talk waveguide
crossings. A design approach for each of these components
is suggested in the following, and exemplified by application
to the DLSPPW technology.
A. Wavelength selection
Physical separation of two distinct wavelengths propagating
in the same multi-channel waveguide can be achieved with a
DC by carefully designing the length of the parallel section Lp
and the separation S0. In order to achieve separation of two
signals with the wavelengths λ1 and λ2, both incident in the
straight channel, the total number of beatings through the DC
at the two wavelengths B1 and B2 must be positive integers
and the difference in beatings must be one,
1 = B2 −B1, (8)
where it is assumed that λ1 < λ2. Expressing B1 and B2 in
terms of Lp, Lc, and ∆φs using Eq. 7 yields
B1 =
Lp
Lc1
+
2∆φs1
π
, (9)
and
B2 =
Lp
Lc2
+
2∆φs2
π
, (10)
where Lc1 and ∆φs1 depend on λ1 and S0, and Lc2 and ∆φs2
depend on λ2 and S0 (assuming d0 and xs fixed). By insertion
in Eq. 8 one can express the length of the parallel section in
terms of the coupling lengths and phase changes in the S-bends
as
Lp =
(
1− 2∆φs2−∆φs1π
)
(Lc1Lc2)
Lc1 − Lc2 . (11)
Choosing the two wavelengths that must be separated in
the DC, one can find the S0 dependency of Lp. For small
separations Lc1 approaches Lc2 [Fig. 2] and Lp thus increases
rapidly as the denominator approaches zero. For large S0, Lc1
and Lc2 increase exponentially and thus Lp increases rapidly
also. Thus a minimum in Lp is expected and indeed found
when plotting Lp versus S0 for the choice of wavelengths
λ1 = 1400 nm and λ2 = 1600 nm and the S-bend parameters
d0 = 3 µm and xs = 10 µm [Fig. 6]. Using Eq. 9 and
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Illustration of the EIM design approach for achieving
physical separation of the two wavelengths λ1 = 1400 nm and λ2 = 1600
nm. The length of the parallel section is shown as a function of the waveguide
separation on the left y-axis, calculated using Eq. 11. The number of total
beatings through the DC for the two wavelengths is plotted on the right y-axis
as a function of waveguide separation using Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. The optimum
(minimized device length) separation and length of parallel section is marked
by the thin lines.
Eq. 10 one can now determine the number of beatings at the
two wavelengths for each S0 value. The design task is then
simplified to choosing the B1 value which makes the device
as short as possible, and the optimum S0 and Lp can be found.
In the design example shown in [Fig. 6] B1 = 4 is found to
best match the minimum in Lp, yielding the optimum device
parameters S0 = 819 nm and Lp = 32.3 µm giving a total
device length Ld = 52.3 µm (due to the two S-bends), which
is comparable to the propagation length currently achieved
with the DLSPPW technology [27]. It is thus illustrated that
the design of very efficient wavelength separation components,
with spectra similar to that of Fig. 3 in Ref. [32], is possible
by utilizing the EIM in the analysis of DCs.
B. Waveguide crossing
Another essential integrated photonic component which can
be realized with a DC is a waveguide crossing, where the
signal incident in the straight channel is output to the cross
channel, and visa versa. Strictly speaking the waveguides
are not crossed, but the term waveguide crossing is used to
emphasize that the result of this 100/0 coupler is the crossing
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of the signals incident in the two waveguides. This implies that
the total number of beatings must be a positive and odd integer
at the desired wavelengths. In the case of perfect crossing (no
cross-talk) of two channels transmitting at two distinct and
different wavelengths it is furthermore a requirement that
2 = B2 −B1, (12)
which results in an expression for the length of the parallel
section as
Lp =
(
2− 2∆φs2−∆φs1π
)
(Lc1Lc2)
Lc1 − Lc2 . (13)
This indicates a behavior with respect to S0 similar to that
shown above in Fig. 6, except of an offset toward longer
parallel section due to the factor of 2 in the numerator. This is
confirmed by performing a calculation of Lp for a waveguide
crossing of two channels operating at λ1 = 1400 nm and
λ2 = 1600 nm, and for the S-bend parameters d0 = 3 µm
and xs = 10 µm [Fig. 7]. Using the calculated waveguide
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Design approach for realizing perfect waveguide cross-
ing by means of a DC. The waveguide crossing is designed to perfectly, i.e.,
no cross-talk, cross two waveguides transmitting signals at the wavelengths
λ1 = 1400 nm and λ2 = 1600 nm respectively. The length of the parallel
section (Lp) is calculated using Eq. 13, and the number of beatings in the
DC at the two wavelengths are calculated using Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. At the
specified wavelengths the optimum DC parameters are S0 = 793 nm and
Lp = 68.9 µm.
separation dependency of Lp one find the dependency of
B1 and B2 on S0 as above [Fig. 7], and it is evident that
choosing B1 = 9 results in as short a device as possible.
The waveguide crossing design parameters for perfect crossing
of two waveguides at λ1 = 1400 nm and λ2 = 1600 nm,
respectively, is thus S0 = 793 nm and Lp = 68.9 µm,
resulting in a total device length of Ld = 88.9 µm. This
quite long device length is excessive for many applications
and in addition very specific, as only two distinct wavelengths
can be crossed without cross-talk, and thus another design
approach, slightly compromising the cross-talk, but decreasing
the propagation losses, is considered in the following.
The task is thus to design a waveguide crossing which is
short and with low cross-talk over a wide band of wavelengths.
In the following design approach the telecommunication wave-
length band of λ = 1400 nm−1600 nm is considered, and the
S-bend parameters d0 = 3 µm and xs = 10 µm used.
Due to the dispersion of the coupling length with wave-
length, cross-talk in a wide band waveguide crossing is un-
avoidable, however, it can be minimized by carefully choosing
the waveguide separation and device length. The shortest
possible waveguide crossing which can be achieved with a DC
is found by assuming that the wavelength band in each channel
is identical, i.e., λ1 = λ2, and by setting the total number of
beatings equal to one, indicating one shift of energy from the
straight channel to the cross channel or visa versa
1 =
Lp
Lc
+
2∆φs
π
. (14)
From this, an expression for Lp can be found as
Lp =
(
1− 2∆φs
π
)
Lc. (15)
Due to the exponential decrease of ∆φs with S0 and the
exponential increase of Lc with S0, Lp increases exponentially
with waveguide separation, but decreases with wavelength
[Fig. 8]. With regard to device length it is obviously preferable
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Length of parallel section in waveguide crossing of
two channels with identical wavelength bands calculated by application of
the EIM and Eq. 15. Lp is plotted versus center-to-center separation at the
parallel section S0 for the three wavelengths λ = 1400 nm, λ = 1500 nm,
and λ = 1600 nm.
to have as small separation as possible, and it is interesting to
observe that this is also the case with regard to cross-talk, as
the difference in Lp for different wavelengths increases rapidly
with increasing S0. This means that it is unambiguously an
advantage to keep S0 as small as possible. To exemplify this,
a waveguide crossing is designed for λ = 1500 nm, which
is the center of the wavelength band λ = 1400 nm−1600
nm, by calculating Lp using Eq. 15 for the two waveguide
separations S0 = 500 nm, i.e., no gap, and S0 = 1100 nm. At
S0 = 500 nm the length of the parallel section is calculated
to be Lp = 0.23 µm, and at S0 = 1100 nm the length
of the parallel section is calculated to be Lp = 16.1 µm,
yielding device lengths of Ld = 20.2 µm and Ld = 36.1 µm
respectively. The normalized mode power transmission, i.e.,
ignoring propagation and bend losses, in the straight and cross
arm respectively, with incident signal in the straight arm only,
is calculated using
Ts,c(λ) =
{
cos2 [∆φtot(λ)/2] ,
sin2 [∆φtot(λ)/2] .
(16)
As the design was performed for λ = 1500 nm, the mode
will be transmitted without cross-talk in the cross arm at that
wavelength, for both choices of S0, whereas the cross-talk
increases with increasing shift of wavelength [Fig. 9]. Due to
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Fig. 9. (Color online) EIM calculated transmission in the straight and
cross arm respectively of a waveguide crossing designed for crossing two
waveguides at λ = 1500 nm, with incident signal in the straight arm only.
The transmission is plotted for two different S0 values. For S0 = 500 nm the
maximum cross-talk is = −22.3 dB, and for S0 = 1100 nm the maximum
cross-talk is = −9.29 dB, both at λ = 1400 nm.
the very low dispersion in Lp with wavelength at S0 = 500 nm
(see Fig. 8), the cross-talk is very low in this design, reaching
a maximum at λ = 1400 nm of = −22.3 dB, indicating very
good performance of the device. In contrast the S0 = 1100
nm design has much higher cross-talk, reaching a maximum
of = −9.29 dB at λ = 1400 nm, illustrating the importance
of keeping the separation as small as possible for this type of
device. This design example shows that the realization of low
cross-talk and short (less than half of the mode propagation
length) waveguide crossings is possible by careful choice of
waveguide separation and length of parallel section.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Compact directional couplers based on dielectric-loaded
plasmonic waveguides has been analyzed using the EIM, and
the dependencies on wavelength, in- and out-coupling S-bends,
waveguide separation, and length of interaction region has
been established in the telecommunication range. The validity
of the EIM in the analysis of DLSPPW based DCs has
been verified by comparison with near-field optical images
of fabricated DCs, obtained by application of a SNOM. A
very good correspondence between obtained near-field images
and EIM simulated results has been found, and the near-
field images furthermore exemplifies the need for careful
design of DCs in order to achieve, e.g., wavelength selection.
Utilizing the EIM a design approach for realizing wavelength
selective plasmonic components, where physical separation
of two signals with different wavelengths has been achieved
by means of a DC. Based on the DLSPPW technology a
wavelength selective DC separating the wavelengths λ = 1400
nm and λ = 1600 nm has been designed. With a center-to-
center waveguide separation of S0 = 819 nm, total device
length of Ld = 52.3 µm (comparable to the DLSPPW mode
propagation length) and very low cross-talk, this is a rather
compact and practical wavelength selective component. Using
a similar approach the design of a low cross-talk waveguide
crossing has been demonstrated, and it has been found that
by keeping the waveguide separation in the interaction region
small, short and close to wavelength invariant crossings can
be realized. A design example shows that a crossing of two
DLSPPW channels with signals covering a 200 nm large
wavelength band can be realized with a maximum cross-talk of
-22.3 dB, and a total device length of 20.2 µm. These results
show that a diversity of applications are offered by plasmonic
components based on DCs, thus confirming it to be a very
promising research area.
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